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ABSTRACT
This report is an operating manual for the FeedSystemCoupled Stability Model.
It is submitted as partial fulfillment of an ll-month program designed to de-
velop, verify, and documenta digital computermodel that can be used to anal-
yze and predict engine/feed system coupled instabilities in pressure-fed stor-
able propellant propulsion systems over a frequency range of lO to lO00 Hz.
The first section describes the analytical approach to modeling the feed system
hydrodynamics, combustion dynamics, chamberdynamics, and overall engineering
model structure, and presents the governing equations in each of the technical
areas. This is followed by the ProgramUser's Guide, which is a complete de-
scription of the structure and operation of the computerized model. Last, ap-
pendixes p,rovide an alphabetized FORTRANsymbol table, det,_jled programlogic




























N_ZADM, (RKTDIF, RKTZ, RKZDIF, TADAJMS, ZADAMS)
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2. FSCSM Input Data











Historically, during the development of pressure-fed propulsion systems, feed
system/engine coupled instabilities have been frequently encountered. Resolution
of these problems usually included increasing injector pressure drop to decouple
the feed system from the combustor, the result being substantial system weight
penalties. A dynamic computer model would be a useful tool in obviating coupled
stability problems during the development of the Space Shuttle Orbit Maneuvering
System (SS/OMS). A model could be used both as a system design tool to optimize
component location and pressure profile (minimize system weight) and a system de-
velopment tool to define test programs for assessing stability margins of the OMS.
This document is an operating manual for the Feed System Coupled Stability Model
(FSCSM) and is submitted as partial fulfillment of an ll-month program conducted
by Rocketdyne to develop and verify an engineering digital computer model for the
NASA/JSC which can be used to analyze feed system/engine coupled instabilities in
pressure-fed, storable propellant, propulsion systems over a frequency range of
lO to lO00 Hz (frequencies lower than the chamber transverse frequencies). The
model is sufficiently general so that it may be readily applicable to present and
future engine and propulsion programs. For scaling purposes, the baseline config-
uration chosen is the OMS engine. The model has been written for use on the NASA/
JSC Univac lllO, EXEC-8 computer system, and provides NASA a tool which can be
used to:
I. Conduct preliminary design tradeoff for feasibility studies prior to
propulsion concept selection.
2. Guide the design of propulsion systems to ensure stability at all oper-
ating ranges and with minimum penalties.
3. Guide testing programs by predicting the least stable operating regimes
thereby reducing the number of stability tests required.
4. Provide stability verification in the event system changes are made and
hot-fire verification is impractical.
5. Diagnose problems on existing systems and evaluate potential solutions.
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The work performed in completing the requirements of the program's technical ef-
fort is described in a separate companiondocument,entitled OMEFeedSystem-
CoupledStability Model, Final Report (Ref. l). This includes the mathematical
formulation of the model, developmentof the model into an overall engineering
structure, and verification of the model's operation and capabilities by compar-
ing the model's theoretical predictions with experimental data from an OMSengine
and test rig with knownfeed system/engine chugging history.
The present documentcontains a detailed description of the structure and opera-
tion of the FSCSM. In the first section, the mathematical formulation of the
model is reviewed. The analytical approach to modeling the feed system hydrody-
namics, combustion dynamics, chamberdynamics, and overall engineering structure
is described and the equations utilized by the model in each of the technical
areas are presented. The reader mayconsult Ref. l for moredetails pertaining
to the derivation of the equations.
The ProgramUser's Guide section contains the instructions necessary to operate
the computer model and interpret the results. First, the structure and logic of
the main program and all subroutines are described, followed by a description of
the input data required to run FSCSM.The input is divided into four major sec-
tions: (1) main control, (2) nozzle admittance control, (3) hydrodynamicscon-
trol, and (4) combustion dynamicscontrol. The format, content, and description
of each input data card is clearly specified for each control section. Theoutput
of the FSCSMcomputer programis then discussed in terms of each tabular pageof
printout. Finally, additional details on programoperation are presented, includ-
ing programsize, overlay structure, computer time, and programinput/output data
set file information. Appendixesprovide an alphabetized FBRTRANsymbol table,
detailed program logic diagrams, computer code listings, and samplecase input




During certain periods of a rocket engine's operation, conditions
within the combustionchamberand feed system are time variant, i.e.,
the operation is not steady with respect to time. Prime interest of
this computermodel is focused on abnormal transient operation during
unstable combustion, i.e., pressure oscillations in a combustion device
which are driven by the feed system and sustained by the combustion
process. Start and stop transients are not considered.
The deviations from steady-state combustionwhich occur durina unstable
burning dependUDOnthe kind of instability experienced. LiQuid rocket
instabilities are classified according to their dominant time-varyina
processes. They maybe divided initially into two categories, depending
uponwhether the instability oscillation wave length is long or short
comparedwith the chamberdimensions.
If the instability wave length is considerably longer than the chamber
len§th and diameter, pressure disturbances propagate rapidly through the
combustion space comparedwith rates of changedue to the instability.
As a result, wave motion in the chambermaybe neglected and chamberpres-
sure can be considered to vary only with time but not to vary spatially
(i.e., Pc is a lumpedparameter). These instabilities dependupon a fluid
mechanical coupling betweenthe propellant feed system(s) dynamics (fluc-
tuating injection rates),the propellant combustion rates (delay times),and
the combustion gas exhaust rates (pressure relaxation). Such instabilities
can be further subdivided into various categories dependingon the extent
of wavemotion in the feed system.
The breakpoint at which chamberwave motion becomesimportant is not abrupt.
In reality, chamberwavemotion is always present and, in effect, lumped
chamber-instabilities are really "zero order mode" limits of moregeneral
wavemotion instabilities. In practice, it is found that the chambergases
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can be considered to act as a lump until the frequency of oscillation
exceedsroughly one-fourth of the frequency of the lowest chamber
acoustic resonance mode. At and above such frequencies wave motion
becomesimportant and cannot be neglected in analysis. Chamberwave
motion instabilities are characterized by the wave-length of the oscil-
latory motion being comparableto the chamberdimensions. As with
lumpedchamberinstabilities, the driving energy comesfrom oscil-
latory spray combustion. With wavemotion instabilities, however, in
addition to the effects of injection rate fluctuations, there is the
combustion response of burning propellant sprays as they are disturbed
by passaqeof a pressure wavethrough them. Wavemotion mayincrease
local burning rates by any of several mechanisms: (1) a pressure effect
on the drop vapor gas phaseburning rates: (2) enhancedmixino between
gases and betweensprays and gases; and (3) increased spray gasification
rates. Increased spray gasification may be due to transient increases
in convective flow velocities, to increased temperature or concentration
gradients, and/or spray droplet shatterinq. The instability amplitude
depends upon the magnitude of the response, and vice versa; typically,
the interacting processes are driven to a limit represented by abrupt,
essentially complete consumption of the propellant sprays. This direct
response can be so great that injection rate fluctuations may be of
secondary importance. As a result this class of instability can also
be further subdivided as to the importance of feed system coupling. In
the absence of feed system coupling, the instability is referred to as
"classical acoustic instability." Only longitudinal chamber modes with
feed system coupled instabilities are considered in this program.
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FEEDSYSTEMDYNAMICS
Development of the Waterhammer Equations
Consider the differential control volume of a fluid element in a duct
shown in Fig. I.
4
}_ ap
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Fig. I. Differential Pressures Developed Across the
Incremental Length of a Fluid Element
Fluid compressibility and Newton's second law leads to the following
pair of differential equations:
av _ c2 avap=__ pm
at ax ax (1)
av B av
= -p = _ _




p = fluid pressure
v = fluid velocity
B = fluid bulk modulus
p = fluid density
c = acoustic velocity = (B/p)½
There are several ways in which to solve these equations. The solution
method presented here follows that of Ezekiel (Ref. 2). The general
form of-_he solution that satisfies either of equations-(-l) and (2) is
X
p = F1 (t + _) + F2 (t - E)
where Fl and F2 are arbitrary functions.
(3)
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Taking the partial derivative of p with respect to x and t separately
and substituting the results in equations (1) and (.2) gives:
where
x>3Bx B Bt B _) + F½ (t- (4)
[ ii +x x]Bt p @x pc _-) - F_ (t-) (5)
F' (6) - BF (6)
The expression for v is obtained from either equation (.4) or ( 5):
X X
zv = - Fl (t +_) + F2 (t - _-) (6)
where
z - (pS)_'_• (7)
Letting the subscript o denote x=O, the upstream position, and the subscript
L denote x=L, the downstream position, and defining T = L/c as the signa|
propagation time between the two positions, equations (,3) and (,6) become
Po = Fl(t) + F2(t) (8)
PL = Fl(t + _) + F2(t- 3) (9)
zv° = _ Fl(t) + F2(t) (10)
zvL = . Fl(t+ _) + F2(t-_) (II)
Combining Eqs. (.8) and (lO), and Eqs. (9) and (ll) separately, yields
four additional relations:
Po-,_ ZVo = 2 F2(t) (12)
Po - ZVo = 2 Fl(t) (13)
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PL + ZVL= 2 F2(t-T)
PL - ZVL = 2 FI(t+T).
(14)
(15)
Eliminating the functions Fl and F2 gives the final result as:
Po + ZVo](t_ _ = PL + ZVL




Consider now Fig. 2, which depicts a generalized line segment forming a












Figure 2. Generalized Line Segment
The equations which describe the pressure and flows as functions of time
and of each other for the generalized line segment are obtained from
Eqs. (16) and (17):
(Vn)E V(A )]
Pn- A_ Wn = P'n+l " Wn+l (t.Tn)




The expression, t - Tn, indicates values at T
and
I






n = Pn An Vn (21)
Equations (18) and (19) are solutions of the wave equation, and equation
(20) is the flow through a nonlinear fluid resistance. Letting
V
n
_n = n_"_ "-
(22)
these equations can be combined to give:
Pn - _n gn = n+l + Rnlwn+ 1I (Wn+l " an (t__n)
Pn+ Rn-llwnl n + %-1 Wn: _Pn-1 + an-1 Wn-l (t_,n_l)
(23)
(24)
Eliminating Pn and rearranging into quadratic form results in
Rn-1Wn 2 + (an-I + an) Wn - [Pn-I + an-I _
+ - = 0
[Pn+l + Rn!Wn+ll (Wn+l en)-] (t_Tn_l)
(25)
which can be solved for the appropriate solution using the quadratic
formula. The tank end parameters are obtained using a solution of
Eq. (23) only. The injector end solution is obtained using the
quadratic formula for equation (25).
J
The line_ model incorporated in the Hydrodynamics subpr6"_ram utilizes
the same -basic equations, (23) and (24), but in the following linearized
form:
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(6Pn) - an (6 _) = (a Pn+l ) - On (6 Wn+l (t_Tn)





(6 p_+l ) = (6 Pn+l ) + 2Rn Wn+ 1 (6Wn+l )" (28)
These equations are then combined, resulting in
F
an(aV}n) - (_Pn) + L(aPn+l ) + (Rn-an)(6Wn+l )_](t_Tn) : 0





: 2 RN Wn+1
(31)
At the tank end, the term _pn is zero for constant tank pressure. At the
injector end, _Pn+l is the independent variable.
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Injector Dynamics
The injector dynamics are included by treating the injector as a lumped
compressible volume as shown in the figure below.
L3v 
/ Pc7
Figure 3. Schematic of the Injector
as a Lumped Compressible
Volume
The pressure in the injector manifold, PI' is related to the entering
flow, Wh' from the upstream pipe segment and the injector flow, Wl'
as follows:
dp I ¢i2
dt - VIg (Wn - Wl) (32)
where VI is the injector volume and c! is the fluid sonic velocity.
The injector flow is controlled by the differential pressure across the injector as
well as by the resistance and inertia of the injector orifices. Thus,
.2 _ d
Pl - Pc = R! wI + Ag dt wI" (33)
where Pc is the thrust chamber pressure, RI is the injector hydraulic
resistance and _/Ag is the equivalent inertance of all the injector
orifices combined, i.e.,
n
=g i=l  i-TAT (34)
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In the preceding equation, £i and Ai are the length and area, respectively,
of an individual injector orifice.
An additional factor which can have a significant effect on the response
of the feed system to chamberpressure oscillations is injector face
flexibility. This effect can be expressed as a change in injector volume
proportional to a changein injector pressure drop:
Also,
dp _ c2 d (;)
dt g dt '
which can be rewritten as
dp_ c2 c2 pdt Vg - -VT- "
Combining Eqs. (35) and (37) gives
2 2
d Pl Cl • Cl Pl
- Vlg (Wn - Wl ) VIg
which can be rewritten as
II 2 K1 2 2
Cl Pl dPl Cl Cl Pl K dPc
+ - - t]_--= i_ (Wn " Wl ) +VI g VI g








JTwo-Phase Flow Acousti F yelocity
In the waterhammer equations the acoustic velocity, c, of the fluid
appears in two places; (1) directly in the constant relating flow to
pressure, and (2) indirectly in the time delay value, T, which equals
_/c seconds, where _ is the pipe segment length. The acoustic velo-
city of a fluid is a property of that fluid. However, its effective
value can be reduced by the elastic walls of the flow passage or by
the entrainment of gas and vapor in the liquid (two phase flow).
Gas in the liquid can appear from two sources. One source is direct
entrainment from mixing of gas and liquid in,the propellant tank,
while the other can result from the evolution of dissolved gas as
the pressure drops along the feed system.
Given the steady-state pressure at each point in the feed system and
data on the solubility of the pressurant gas in the propellant as a
function of pressure and temperature, the amount of gas in the fluid
can be determined for each feed system segment. Then, knowing the
amount of gas in the liquid, the effective acoustic velocity of the
mixture may be calculated.
Assuming isentropic compression of the gas, the change in volume of the
gas is
V
dVg = - -_ dp,
and for the liquid
V_













The bracketed term is the compressibility of the mixture. The density of
the mixture can be shown to be
P9 + Pg.
Pm- (I + a)




Using the above expressions for density and compressibility, the acoustic
velocity, can be written as
C =
½
Pm a 1 1+_ Dcf
+_ c E + --7 +pg Cg g
This expression can be used to define the acoustic velocity of a feed
system segment with two phase flow. For an all liquid system, _ = 0




In th_Hydrodynamics subprogram the effect of the wall compressibility
term, _-_, on the fluid acoustic velocity is handled automatically
_cf
(assuming input value of _-_are provided for each feed system segment).
However, the program does not compute the effects of two-phase flow. If
such flow occurs in the feed system being modeled, an effective fluid
acoustic velocity must be pre-calculated for each affected segment.
Dcf
Equation (45) above, with the _-e-term set equal to zero can be used
for this calculation.
Simulation_of Branch Lines
In the Hydrodynamics subprogram, branched lines are handled by assuming that
each branch has zero internal volume and that its flows are incompressible.
Thus, the pressures at the end of all segments which meet at a branch are
set eq'ual. The continuity of flow is then used to prov'_de the additional
equations in combination with the waterhammer equations to solve for the
overall feed system dynamic response.
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Generalized Feed System Model
A schematic of the generalized feed system which is modeled by the hydro-
dynamics subprogram is shown in Fig. 4. The configuration chosen is
based on design and operating mode data for the OMS, PBK, and RCS feed
systems obtained from McDonnell Douglas/St. Louis. The system is comprised
of 30 individual line segments, each denoted in Fig. 4, as the lines be-
tween the black dots. A continuous parameter representation of each line
segment is obtained through the use of separate sets of waterhammer equa-
tions. Each line segment can have a different line length, area, wall
compliance, fluid acoustic velocity and resistance, and hence can model
a wide variety of feed system components by merely choosing the appro-
priate values from these parameters. Also included in the generalized
model are lumped parameter descriptions of two injectors (designated
"0" and "F" on Fig. 4). Parameters for the injectors are volume, re-
sistance, inertance, fluid acoustic velocity and face flexibility.
The system of 57 equations describing the generalized Fig. 4 feed system
is listed in Table I. The equations are shown in the linearized, LaPlace
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4. Generalized OME Feed System Schematic
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TABLE I. HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
-2TlS.
+ (R 1 + al) Wl + [PI + (RI - al) _I] e : 0
-T3s
Pl - a3w3 - [P2 + (R3 - a3) _4] e = 0
-T3s : 0
P2 + (R3 + a3) _4 - [Pl + a3w3] e
-2T2s
P1 - (R2 + a2) (GJI- _3) - [PI - (R2 - a2) (Wl - w3 )] e
=0
-T5s = 0
P2 - a5w6 - [P3 + (R5 - a5) 67] e
-T4s
P2 - a4 (w4 - _v6) - [P8 + (R4 - a4) _Jl5] e
-T4s




P3 + (R5 + a5) w7 - [P2 + a5 w6] e = 0
-T6s
P3 a6 w7 - [P4+ (R6 - a6) _B] e = 0
-2T7s
P4 (R7 + a7) (w8 - Wl O) - IF4 - (R7 - a7) (w8 - wlO )] e
-T8s
P4 - a8 wlO - [P5 + (R8 - aS) _II] e = 0
-T8s
P5 (R8 + aS) Wll - [P4 ÷ a8 Wl O] e = 0
-T9s

















P6+ (R9 + a9) w12 -T9s- [P5 + a9 Wll] e = 0 1-14
-TIo s
P6 - alO w12 - [P7 + (RIo - alO) w13 ] e = 0 1-15
-TloS
P7 + (RIo + alO) w13 - [P6 + alO w12 ] e = 0 1-16
P7 - ZoS w14 - Ro _v14 = Po
1-17
sP7 - _:_13 + VVl4
0 0
+ Ko sP 7 = Ko sPo
0 1-18
P8 + a14 w17 - [PI2 - (RI4
-Tl4S
- a14) _24 ] e =0
1-19
-Tl4S
PI2 - (RI4 + a14) _:J24 [P8 - a14 _:_17] e = 0 1-20
-T II s
P8 - all (w15 + w17 ) - [P9 + (RII - all) w18 ] e = 0 1-21
P9 + (RII + all) w18 - [P8 + all (w15
-TllS
+ w17 )] e :0 1-22
P9 - (RI3 + al3) (Wl8 619 ) - [P9 - (RI3
-2T13s
- a13) (618 - w19 )] e =0 1-23
P9 a12 w19 - [X + RI2
-Tl2S
- a12) _20 ] e =0 1-24
PII + (RI5 + al5) _;_22 + [PII + (RI5
-2T15s
- a15) _22 ] e =0 1-25
Pll - _._6w22 - [Pl2 + (RI6
-TI6S




PI2 + (RI6 + a16) (w24 + w25 ) " [PII + a16 w22] e
PI3 + (R22 + a22) w34 + [PI3
-2T22s
+ (R22 _ a22) _34 ] e
=0
PI3 - a24 w36 - [PI7
-T24s
+ (R24 _ a24) _37 ] e
=0
PI3 - (R23 + a23) (634 " _36) - [Pl3 - (R23 " a23)
P12" (Rl7
-TI7s
+ al7) 625 - [PI4 " a17 w26] e
=0
PI4 + a17 626 " [PI2
-Tl7S
_ (RI7 _ a17) _25 ] e
=0.
Pl7 - a21 (w37 - w3B ) - [Pl4
-T21s
+ (R21 _ a21) G27 ] e
-2T23s
(_v34 - <v36)] e
=0
-T21s = 0
PI4 + (R21 + a21) 627 - [PIT + a2l (w37 " CV3B)] e
-TI8 s
+ (RIB _ alB) _29 ] e = 0
PI4 " a18 (w26 + w27) [PI5
-Tl8s
+ a18 (v_26 + w27 )] e
=0
PI5 + (RI8 + alS) w29 - [PI4
Pl5 " (RI9 + a19)(Cv29 " _31) - [Pl5 - (Rl9
-T20s
- a20 w31 - [Y + (R20 - a20) _32] ePl5
-T20s
+ a20 G31 ] e






















PI7 - a25 w38 - [PI8 + (R25 - a25) _Q39] e "= 0
1-40
PI8 + (R25 + a25) w39- [PI7
-T25s
+ a25 _38 ] e =0 1-41
-T26 s
PI8 - a26 v_39 - [PI9 + (R26 - a26) w40 ] e = 0
1-42
PI9 + (R26 + a26) vJ40 - [PI8
-T26s
+ a26 _39 ] e =0 1-43
Pl9 - (R27 + a27)(w40"w42 ) - [Pl9
-2T27s
(R27-a27)(_40-_42)] e =0 1-44
-T28s
PI9 - a28 _42 - [P20 + (R28 - a28) v_43] e : 0
1-45
-T28s
P20 + (R28 + a28) w43 - [PI9 + a28 w42 ] e = 0
1-46
-T29s
P20 - a29 w43 - [P21 + (R29 - a29) w44 ] e = 0
1-47
-T29s
P21 + (R29 + a29 ) _44 - [P20 + a29 w43 ] e = 0
1-48
-T30s
P21 - a30 w44 - [P22 + (R30 - a30) w45] e = 0
1-49
-T30s
P22 + (R30 + a30) w45 - [P21 + a30 w44 ] e = 0
1-50
P22 - ZFS w46 - RF w46 = PF
1-51





P4 + (R6 + a6) _:_8- [P3 + a6 w7 ] e = 0 1-53
-TI2S
PIO + (R]2 + a12) w20 - [P9 + a]2 _19 ] e = 0 1-54
-T24s
PI7 + (R24 + a24) w37 - [PI3 + a24 w36] e : 0 1-55
X = PIO
1-56
Y = Pl6 1-57
cN
NOTE: all - ANg
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It should be noted that the hydrodynamicssubprogramsolves the complete
system of 57 equations (describing the complete Fig. 4 feed system)
each time it is called. Thus the frequency responseof the entire system
is calculated each time. It has been shown, however, that simpler feed
systems, representing only a portion of the Fig. 4 schematic, can be
modeledby merely assigning values to the parameters of the unneeded
line segmentswhich will exclude them from any effect on the system fre-
quency response. This is accomplished automatically by the hydrodynamics
subprogramvia the assignment of very large resistances and very short




In the past, the combustion response has been modeled with a simple time
delay(s) (Ref. 3 through 9). This time delay reDresents the time required
for the propellants to travel at their injected velocity from the point
where they are injected to another point where they burn, and implies the
burning is concentrated at a fixed nlane some arbitrary distance from the
injector face, The procedure outlined above is obviously an oversimplifi-
cation of the burning process which is distributed in some fashion through-
out the combustion chamber.
Steady-state combustion models (Ref. lOand II for example) provide insight
to determine the droplet burning distribution as well as additional infor-
mation required to relate the distribution to a combustion response as a
function of frequency. Combustion models are designed to march incremen-
tally down the combustion chamber from a set of specified initial conditions.
In so doing, the model calculates the rate at which the propellants are
consumed as a function of the axial position in the combustion chamber (burn-
ing rate profile).
The analytical technique selected to describe the combustion dynamics is
based on employing the mathematical expressions used in the steady-state
combustion models (in particular the JANNAF DER program, Ref. ll). These
mathematical expressions are expanded into time average and oscillatory
components and are described in the following sections.
Atomization Process
A very essential part of the combustion field initialization is the assign-
ment of propellant spray droplet sizes and flowrates, Analytical descrip-
tions of the atomization process are not available but empirical correla-
tions that relate droplet diameter to injector geometry and flow conditions
are available (Refs. 12, 13, and 14). For like-doublets, one empirical
relationsh4p is (Ref. 12). ---
Dd = 4.85 x lO4 vj-0"75 (pc/Pj)-0"52 dj0"57 (46)
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where vj is the liquid jet velocity and dj is the liquid jet diameter
at the atomization plane. (For steady-state analysis, the velocity is
the injection velocity and the diameter is the orifice diameter.)
For purposesof the current analysis, the atomization process is des-
cribed by:
Dd = K(dj)a )b
x=Ximp (vj x=Ximp
where Ximp is the location of the atomization plane or the impingement
point. Expanding Eq. 47 into time-averaged and oscillatory parts, yields
the oscillatory droplet diameter
- a -- +b _
Dd dj x=Ximp vj /x=Xim p
(47)
(48)
In order to evaluate the oscillatory droplet diameter, the oscillatory
liquid jet diameter and velocity (and therefore the jet flowrate) are
required at the atomization plane. Therefore, the dynamics of the fluid
from the injector to the atomization plane is reouired and outlined in
the followin_ section.
Klystron Effect
The dynamics of the lifluid propellant jet from the injector face to any
location in the chamber are described by the continuity and momentum
equations:
(Ajoj)+ ( jojvj):o



















the preceding equations can be expanded into time average and oscillatory





_ -i x ei X/ 'j (58)
v-J inj
• ei_x/7_ 1 imx 6j: - _-- (59)
\_j / vj inj
v
where _ is the angular frequency and the oscillatory injection rate, (mj)inj
is determined by the feed system dynamics. Equation 59 is the oscilla-
tory jet flowrate at x and is usually referred to as the Klystron effect





Considerable amplification of the injector face flow oscillations are
possible whenthe Klystron effect is present and could explain the periodic
burst of acoustic resonances called resurging and the steep-fronted
waves seen in low and intermediate frequency instabilities.
Droplet Vaporization
Theories of droplet combustion (Refs. lO, 16, 17) are available which
may be used to evaluate the extent of couplin_ between droolet burning
rate and local pressure and velocity fluctuations. In general, droplet
burning is enhanced by increased turbulence levels or by periodic direc-
tional variations in velocity, because droplets are relatively heavy and
resist following gas streamlines.
Calculation of the spray heating and vaporization is usually accomplished
through specification of the corresponding individual droplet processes
and summation over all the droplets that constitute the spray(s) being
analyzed. The calculation of single droplet evaporation is usually based
on a spherically symmetric model of simultaneous heat transfer and mass
transfer across the gas side boundary, or film, separating the liquid
droplet from the surrounding hot combustion gas. Forced convection and
resultant nonspherical transfer processes are accounted for through
empirical Nusselt number correlations for both heat and mass transfer.
For the fuel or oxidizer spray, the droplet continuity equation is
d (Ap = -A Nk m (61)d-x kVk ) vap k
and the vaporization rate is (Ref. lO)
_Dk kfk NUH k Zk
mvaPk C (62)
Pvk
where pk is the spray density (mass of spray per unit chamber volume), Nk
is the number of droplets per unit chamber volume, and
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Zk =





Pk : Nkmk = Nk P_k T
(64)
the droplet number flowrate can be written as
A VkP k
• m
Nk = v k A Nk mk
(65)
Therefore, EQ. 61 can be written as
d (mkNk ) - l_k
vk mvaPk
(66)
For steady-state combus_onmodels, the preceding equation (along with
Eq. 62) is numerically integrated allowing the droplet diameter, Dk,
to vary along the length of the combustion and maintaining constant
droplet number flowrate (Nk). Combs (Ref. 18) has shown that changing
from a variable droplet diameter to a variable droplet number flowrate
yields approximately the same results for steady-state vaporization.
Therefore, in order to simplify the integration for stability analysis,
the droplet diameter was held constant and the droplet number flowrate
was assumed _o vary.
Summing Eq. 61 over all fuel or oxidizer droplet size groups yields
_" _X (A PkVk ) = -A _ Pk mvapk
k -.- k mk
Pk (6)Zk kfk NUHk




which can be written as
d (APsVs) _dx
Aps
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75 betweenxo, the start of vaoorization olane, and any
Ix1APsV s = (mx)x=Xo exD _ ; dx• TsV s
X o
substituting Eq. 76 into EQ. 68 yields the fuel or oxidizer spray
vaporization rate:
_ (ms)x=Xo _ dx
mvaPs A_sVs exp o _sVs
(76)
(77)
Using perturbation techniques, the time average vaporization rate can be
written as
- (__x--xo [_(x-_]mvaPs- ATs_s exp _sVs j (78)
and the oscillatory vaporization rate can be written as












Letting P_s' Cpvs, and kfs
fore be expressed as
be constant, the oscillatory time delay can there-
NUHsT"S :2 _ ZS _)TS MR
-- - + ( )
Ts Ds 7 s . NU'UHs
(82)
The oscillatory spray droplet diameter (Ds) is given by Eo. 48 and the
oscillatory flowrate is given by Eq. 59. The above formulation results
in a linear oscillatory vaporization model similar to, but more realistic
than Crocco's n-T model (Ref. 4). The formulation includes the effects
of: (1) distributed energy release, (2) oscillations in the injection
rate, (3) oscillations in droplet diameter, (4) oscillations in droplet
temperature, (5) gas pressure and velocity oscillations, and (6) oscil-
lations in the local mixture ratio.
Nusselt Number. It may be observed that one of the dominant terms in both
the expressions for the average and oscillatory time delay is the Nusselt
number. The Nusselt number, for longitudinal modes, is (Ref. 19).
1Nulls = 2.0 + 0.6 Prsl/3 Iv - vs
In or _r to evaluate the oscillatory Nusselt number, the oscillatory droplet
spray velocity is required. The droplet spray velocity can be obtained from
the drag equation.
dv
s _ _ 02 i v_v s ] (V_Vs)















the oscillatory droplet spray velocity can be written as
l + i_brag sv_s= )2 _ = _V s
l + _ _drags
V (87)
Defining
p _ [ Iv'vsl-ll/2Fo---(TI, FVs = (88)
where
AMs I/_-I steady state
(89)
the Nusselt number can be written as
I/2 I/2
NUlls 2.0 + 0.6 PrsI/3 cAM s Fp Fvs
(90)
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Expandingthe preceding equation into time average and oscillatory
parts yields




















the oscillatory Nusselt number is
NuH
S
gu_ RUHs'2 I _Ssl I--i-'----) <_cV---:-IRFp vsl_UHs 1 _is + + RF
(95)
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For small perturbations in the pressure, the linear response factors and








Calculations have been made which indicate that, for larae droplet diameters,
the average and oscillatory Nusselt numbers are ouite sensitive to pressure
and velocity oscillations. Therefore, the Nusselt number can have a signi-
ficant effect on engine stability.
Droplet Heat Transfer Blockage Term. The oscillatory combustion time delay
given by Eq. 82 requires the evaluation of the heat transfer blockage term
(Zs) which is related to the combustion gas and liquid vapor properties by
Eq. 63. Because the vapor pressure (Pvs) at the droplet surface is related
to the droplet temperature, the blockage term also depends on the oscillatory
droplet surface temperature inside the droplet which is given by:
B T_ ) 1 B T_
-_ (P_ Cv_ r_ _r _r2 )
- keff_ _r (98)
Therefore, the oscillatory heat transfer rate to the droplet can be related
to the oscillatory droplet surface temperature by
Qs = RTs Ts (99)
The droplet heating rate can also be written as (Ref. lO)
(T - Ts) a HvaDs 1Qs = Zs NUHs - (_Ds)
-_ kfs (eZs - l) Cpv s
Assuming that









etc. for the other variables, the response factor for the heat transfer
blockage term can be related to droplet and gas properties and flow conditions.
Examination of the response factor for the heat transfer blockage term indicates
that this term is not important at low frequencies (also see Ref. 20 and 21).
Therefore, the oscillatory heat blockage term has not been included in the
computer program. Detailed equations for this term are presented in Appendix B
of Ref. I.
Generalized Vaporization Rate Expression
In order to maintain generality in representing the combustor dynamics, the
spray vaporization rates (fuel and oxidizer) were written as:
mvaPs : mvaPs Cl +
+ c I-_-- + c5 (MR)x=O + c6 (MR)
4s\T / s s
X
s Pc _ + + c12s + c13 (fiR)x=0
+ lOs P x:O
(!I1+ c _ dx+ Cl4s(MR)+ C15s\_ x:O 16s T _svs (1o3)
Combining the expressions of the preceding sections with this generalized
vaporization rate expression yielded the combustion coefficients:














c12 s = _ C4s
c14 s = _ C6s




c2 = c3 = c5 = c7 = Cl 0 = ClI = Cl3 = Cl5 = 0
S $ S S S S S S
(112)
where the subscript s denotes the fuel or oxidizer and
/  °Vs1XK sRm = Gin j I l
s s \ /
Rus Gi •n3 s
mP s





In the above expressions Ginj is the oscillatory injection rate divided
by the oscillatory pressure at the injector face and is calculated by the
hydrodynamics subprogram.
The main function of the combustion dynamics subprogram is the calculation
of the combustion coefficients. The general sDray vaporization rate ex-





Two methods of approach were considered for solving the chamber dynamics.
The first method used a linear lump chamber coefficient. This method is
valid only at low frequencies (less than 500 Hz) and results in a set of
nonlinear algebraic equations to be solved.
The second method employed a first-order perturbation model to define the
chamber frequency and growth coefficient along with the oscillatory Dressure
distribution in the chamber. This method is valid for all frequencies of
interest in the present program (lO to lO00 Hz). For the oscillatory
variables, solutions of the form @ = ¢'e-i_t, where m is the complex fre-
quency, were assumed. These forms yielded a set of nonlinear differential
equations which were numerically integrated between the injector face and
the nozzle inlet plane. Using iteration techniques and the requisite boundary
conditions at the injector and nozzle inlet plane, the chamber frequency and
growth coefficient are obtained.
Consideration of the degree of complexity in solving the governing equations
by each of the above methods as well as the range of validity of each approach
resulted in choosing the first-order perturbation models as the best method
for describing thechamber dynamics. In the following paragraohs, the derivation
and solution to the first-order perturbation model stability equations are
presented.
First-Order Perturbation Model
In this section, chamber model equations are stated without showing their detail
derivations. Complete derivation of the basic equations is presented in Ref.
I. Assumptions used in the derivation of the basic equations are: (1) ideal
gas flow is a valid state equation; (2) dilute sprays occupy a negligible
fraction of chamber volume; (3) the spray can be represented by a finite number
of dropsize groups; each dropsize group contains a large number of locally
identical drops; and, each size group constitutes a separate liquid phase and
exchange terms between liquid phases are not included; (4) drag contributes only
kinetic energy to the spray energy equation; (5) secondary "shear" breakup of
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drops is not included; (6) negligible couplinq betweendiffusion and thermal
gradients; and (7) no body forces.
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Heat Transfer Rate
= _keff v T -
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(1) Diffuser, thermal and viscous gradients are negligible,
(2) Droplet drag forces and heat transfer to the droplets are negligible,
(3) Droplet velocities are approximately equal to the gas velocity,
ana letting












m - EE, ."n
vaPfu n j a mvapj
(127)
(128)
where the subscript ¢ denotes that the properties are evaluated based on the
overall injection mixture ratio during steady-state operation, the Dreceding
equations can be simplified for longitudinal modes to
Gas Continuity
A _ + .@--ax(Ap v) = A (nlvaPox + mvaPfu) (129)
Gas Momentum
av av B_.p_
_-_+ pv -- + : 0ax ax (130)
Equation of State
p : pT + (_--_)
Gas Energy
(131)
A B-_t + AvBPax + y#pa. _ (Av) =
l) A I mvaPo x [Ahox ah(Y#
_ • _ (_-i_T)
mvapf u [A hfu + (_---_)#
Gas Mixture Ratio
(2 MR + I)]
L




Becauseof the complexity in solving nonlinear partial differential equations,
perturbation techniques were used to simplify the governing dynamic equations.
Assuming
w
¢:¢+¢ (¢ any variable), (134)
where
m
¢ = f (x) (135)
and
$ : g (x, t), (136)
each perturbation quantity was taken to he of order (_), where (E) is a small
ordering parameter that is a measure of the wave amplitude. The perturbation
expressions for each of the independent variables were substituted back into
the nonlinear partial differential equations, where all terms of the order
(2) or higher were neglected. The resulting time-averaged equations were
solved for the time-averaged variables and the oscillatory equations were solved
by assuming solutions of the form
= ¢' e-imt (137)
where ¢' : f(x) and m is the complex frequency. The resulting equations
form a system of ordinary differential equations in terms of the variables
¢' and can be numerically integrated by employing boundary conditions
and iteration techniques.
Following this approach the perturbation equations were expressed as:
p -=p + p' e-ira
v - T+ c# v' e-imt





p : p + p' e-im
MR = M--R+ MR' e-imt
mvaPo X = mvaPo X + m'VaPox
• !









d (A_T)=A " + )dx (mvaPox mvaPfu
Gas Momentum
d_ _p v B-_+ = 0
(145)
(146)
(c) Equation of State
(d) Gas Energy
_ I -c'- _ (i) h_(Y# 1) A mvaPo x _a hox -_FR-jf
vaPfu hfu (M_R)_
-]_
(2 M-R + l)]
(147)
(148)
(e) Gas Mixture Ratio














v' (--ira) + v' dv+ v dv' p' dp-
c¢ c_ dx c@{ dx _-c'2" dx
p c_ p c_
(151)
(c) Equation of State
p T _R
p' = p' + T' +-- (_) MR'
(d) Gas Energy
v' dA]V' Fdv' +
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_h (2 M"R+ I) + mvapf u hfu
-
-- @h MR'
+ 2 l_vapfu Rl_ (@--ITS)
Gas Mixture Ratio
MR' (-_-_)+ ( ) _+ ( ) P' +
_ (M-R+ l) _VaPox_ _-_ _,vaPfu]
dx
(153)
+ l _v -(2 M-R+ l)m=-vaPfu_ (MR') (154)
p c_ aPox
In the computer model, the preceding set of ordinary differential equations
are numerically integrated between the injector face and the nozzle inlet plane.
The method of calculating the complex frequency for the perturbation model,
based on nozzle admittances calculated from upstream and downstream variables,
is discussed in the Engineering Model section.
Steady-State Solution
The boundary conditions for the steady-state differential equations are
x : x0 (155)
Px0 Pc (156)
VXo Vx=0 (157)
MRx0 MRx=0 (if Vx= 0 _ O) .._ (158)
(Ap T)x0 (_)x=0 (if Vx=O _ O) (IBg)
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M2
Assuming small Mach numbers, i.e., << I. the steady-state differential
equations can be integrated between the start plane for vaporization (x0)
and any location (x) to yield
p = constant = Pc
I_Ix (A(T_)x=0 + (mox)inj (l - Cox )
:0





._ (Av) x=O + "_ " (_x) (I - Cox)_hox
v : - A - X_ p-A o inj
+ ('_)TUinj (l-¢fu )a hfu + (A_ T M-R)x-0- I B_--M_I,
+ (_-ox)inj (I - Cox )
_ : I__ I (A_V)x=o + (_ox)inj
P Av
+ (_fU)inj (l - Cfu) I











If the gaseous injection velocity is equal to zero ('v}:--O= 0), the steady-
state mixture ratio and density at x = x0 are determined by
-- = fu fu





These equations were developed by taking the 14mit as x + x0 from
a downstream distance.
Oscillatory Solution
The boundary conditions for the oscillatory differential equations are






From these boundary conditions and the oscillatory differential equatlons
the oscillatory conditions at the start plane for vaporization (xO) can be
determined and are:


































If the gaseous injection velocity is equal to zero (V-x=0 = 0), the oscil-
latory mixture ratio at x 0 is determined by
I (_fu)inj (l + %0 ) i_ - -- t
MR'xo AP-xo c_ c6 (_fu Vfu
I !
1= x vaPfu
A P-Xoc¢ (_fU)inj %0 m\ VaPox vaPfu
(MRxo + l ) /
' 1 MR --
(Vxo) %0 (%0 + 2) MR'min
(177)
This equation was developed by taking the limit of the mixture ratio
equation as x + x 0 from a downstream distance.
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The ordinary differential equations describing the oscillatory solution are
solved using a second order implicit finite difference method. This method
has the advantage of being simple to implement and modify, as well as being
unconditionally stable for systems of equations which do not have exponen-
tially growing solutions. The method as applied to the first order system
Y' =AY+g (178)
where Y and g are nxl vectors and A is an nxn matrix is as'follows:
L_X
Yi+l = Yi + --2 Ai+½ (Yi + Yi+l ) + gi+½ (179)
Here, the subscript i refers to the i'th mesh point in the finite difference
scheme, e.g., xi = x 0 + iax. The Yi approximate the Y vector at x i. That
is Yi " Yi = Y(xi)" The subscript i+½ refers to evaluation at x i + ax/2;
e.g., Ai+}_ = A(x i +-_).
That the above method leads to a second order approximation (error is prooortional
to Ax3) can be shown as follows:
Solving for Yi+l yields
Yi÷l: (i-_ Ai+;_)-I(I+_ Ai+_)Yi+_x(I-_ Ai+½)-Igi+_ (IRO)
Without loss of generality, assume i = O.
From the two expansions
= Y2. + _x y,Yl
-2 L ½
YO = Y12- _ Y' +
"" ½
+ ax2 y,,+ o(ax3)
8 ½
ax2 y"
-_- ½ + o(_x3)
the following are obtained
!
Y1 = YO +_x Y½ + o(_x 3)
and






Let Y0 : Y0; it is necessary to show Yl = Y1 + °(Ax3) in order to demonstrate
second-order accuracy.
From the differential equation
!
g_ = Y½ - A_ Y½
Substituting(185)into(IB0)and noting Y0 = Y0'
Yl = (I - TAX A½)-i (I + _ A½) Y0 + ax (I - TAX A½)-I (y½' _ A,2"_y½j,
1 I= (I - _-A½) -I Y0 + AX Y½ + A½ Ax (½ Y0 - Y½)
Using (183) and(IB4), gives the result
ax A½)-I o(ax 3)Yl = Y1 + (I -T
: Y1 + °(Ax3)
Consider now the stability of the finite difference fomula(179) for
systems which do not have exponentially increasing solutions; that is,
the real part of each of the eigenvalues of A is negative. To prove
that they are stable for this situation, define the error _i = Yi - Yi
and consider the two equations given by (179)and
= ax Ai+½)'l (I +-_ Ai+ ½) Yi +Yi+l (I - -_
ax (I - -_ Ai+½)-I gi+½ + °(ax3) )
the latter resulting from (187). Subtracting (179) from (188}







Let B = ._ Ai The methodis stable if and only if the matrix (I-B) -l
+!_ •
(I+B) has a spectral radius less than one, for this would produce (Ref. 22)
lim (I-B)-1 (I+B : 0 (190)
n÷_
Since the eigenvalues of (I-B) -I (I+B) are just equal to (I+13)/(I-13)
where _ is an eigenvalue of B, the spectral radius of (I-B) -I (I+B)
is just
max J(I+B)/(I-B) J (191)
B
For this to be less than one,
JI+BJ<JI-BJ (192)
for all 8. This implies
m
1+13 + _ + 13_ < 1-13-_÷ Bt3 (l_s)
or
(B+B-) (194)
Real (B) < 0 (195)
_x
Since B = 2-_a'where a is an eigenvalue of A, the method will be stable if
all the eigenvalues of A have real parts less than zero, that is, the
solutions to(178) are not exponentially increasing.
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Nozzle Admittance
The nozzle admittance based on downstream conditions is calculated based on
the following analysis.
The gas flowrate of the nozzle inlet plane is
PAtg
C _
- Ap v (196)





For short nozzles, the oscillatory mass flowrate can be written as
_ v' p' l T' {B_-*-_ MR'
_!,' __+ ....... (198)
Assuming
(]99)
the nozzle admittance for a short nozzle can be written as
A,_=ocvE_-(+) +:]







the nozzle admittance based on downstream conditions becomes
_,,; _-hc_1_ _




is calculated using the admittance program developed
(202)
The nozzle admittance based on upstream conditions is
I)ANu : Y¢ _ (203)x= _
where (v'/P')x = _ is calculated from the oscillatory solution.
to the chamber dynamic equations, the nozzle admittance based on upstream and
downstream conditions must be equal. The method of calculating the complex






The overall model structure had the greatest variety of factors influencing
its nature. Some of these factors were related to the overall confidence in
the success of the effort. Factors relating to cost included the solution
time and numerical stability, which bears on the number of runs which will be
required for a solution. Still other factors were related to the JSC Univac
III0 capabilities. The remaining factors concerning the overall model structure
reflect on its conversion cost applicability to the resolution of propulsion
system problems. Its accuracy has direct bearing on the design margins
involved. The type of impact and the obtainability of characterization
parameters could not limit the accuracy and useability. The type and useability
of the output was also given due consideration as well as the degree of
generalization such that the model can be applied to a range of systems.
The structure of the Engineering Program was based on a trade-off of setup
time, storage capabilities, and solution time. General input data to the
program includes geometric factors, engine operating conditions and propellant
properties. An equilibrium gas properties program similar to NASA ODE
computer program, and the DER combustion model program are executed external
to the stability program. The control program then executes the nozzle
admittance and hydrodynamics programs to calculate the admittance and
oscillatory injector flowrate as a function of frequency and stores the
results on tapes. Steady-state distributed combustion parameters calculated
from the DER Model are inputs to the combustion dynamics subprogram which
are iterated with the chamber dynamic subprogram until the nozzle and
injection admittance conditions are satisfied. The solution method for
obtaining solutions for the complex frequency is outlined in the following
section.
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Determination of Complex Frequency
The complex frequency, _, is determined such that the boundary condition in
the nozzle is satisfied. Specifically, the admittance is required to be
continuous across the interface between the combustion zone and the zone
immediately downstream of the combustion zone. In the downstream zone,
the nozzle admittance, AND, is computed from a nozzle admittance program.
In the upstream combustion zone, the nozzle admittance, ANu, is computed
from the oscillatory flow parameters determined by the chamber dynamics.
The complex frequency must be such that
ANu = AND
(204)
Let _ = x + iy and F = ANu - AND = u + iv. The numerical problem is to find





Several methods were considered for solving this system of equations.
Because F is not an analytic function of m, the complex form of the Newton-
Raphson method may not always work. On the other hand, one could use the
two-dimensional form of Newton-Raphson (Ref. 24), but since the derivatives
of u and v with respect to x and y must be computed numerically, the two-
dimensional Newton-Raphson method will require three functional evaluations
of F at each w, i.e., (x,y),(x + Ax,y),and (x,y + by). Alternatively, a
far more efficient method is to use the two-dimensional form of the secant
method (Ref. 24) since this does not require the evaluation of any deriva-
tives. Specifically, this method approximates the u and v surfaces with
linear functions uL and v L (planes) based on three previous guesses for _ ,
(Xl,Y I), (x2,Y2), (x3,Y 3) . The next guess for_, (x4,Y4), is de_ermined
from the equations uL (x4,Y 4) = VL(X4,Y4) = O. The new value of m then re-
places one of the previous three values, normally the one with the largest
error as measv_red by the absolute value of F(xj,yj), and the_eration
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is continued until convergence is reached. The actual equations
for the above process take the following form. Let wj = xj + iyj, uj =
u(xj,yj), and vj = v(xj,yj) for j = 1,2,3.
I. Determine _3' j = 1,2,3, such that
_1 + 72 + 73 : 1
_l u3 + 72u2 + X3Ul = 0
_l v3 + _2v2 + 73vI = 0
2. Compute _4 = 71_3 + 72_2 + _3ml "
3. Compute u4 and v4 based on x4 and Y4"
4. Test for convergence, i.e., require that min Imj - _41/m41 <el
and IF41 <c2"
If the process has not converged, continue with steps 5, 6, and 7.
5. Determine the j between l and 3 such that u_ + v_ is maximum.
6. Replace mj, uj, and vj by m4' u4' and v4, respectively.





Operationally, steps 4 and 5 may be altered to replace the m's
cyclical]y, i.e., _i ÷ _i-l'Ui ÷ui-l' vi ÷vi-l" In fact the
computer program as written alternates between these two procedures
every three iterations in order to avoid any possible cycling that
may occur.
The above algorithm has been found to be very efficient-when the first
three guesses are relatively near an actual solution. The difficult
problem was to develop a searching algorithm which determines the regions
in the mplane where solutions exist.
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Onepossible procedure would be to utilize the fact that the surface u2 + v2
has an absolute minimumat each solution. Using any reasonable value of
as a first guess, one might be tempted to employa gradient, or modified
gradient, method to marchalong the surface until one comesnear a relative
minimum. Unfortunately, this procedure fails becausethe surface u2 + v2
has manyrelative minima which are not actual solutions. The reason for
the large numberof relative minima (and maxima)for this surface is undoubt-
edly due to the coupling betweenthe combustionprocesses and the feed system
oscillation in conjunction with the very rapid changeof the feed system
response as a function of frequency. The searching algorithm must be able to
discriminate between those relative minima that are not solutions and those
that are. Sucha procedure was developed for this program. It takes
advantage of the fact that a large portion of the computations required
are only a function of the real part of m, i.e., they use x as an independent
variable and do not dependupony. Thus, y maybe changedwithout having to
redo manyof the calculations within the program.
Intuitively, the idea is to increment x through a range of values, while de-
termining y at each x according to the criterion mentioned below, until it is
determined that a solution has been crossed. This determination employsthe
use of a test function which changessign whena root is crossed in the same
mannerthat a single equation in one unknownchangessign as it goes through
a zero. The task of developing a defining criterion for y and a test function
for x would be easy if, for example, v were a strong function of y and u were
a strong function of x. Then, each x, y could be chosen such that v(x,y) = 0
and, as x is incremented, a solution would be crossed whenu[x,y(x)] changes
sign. Unfortunately, neither u nor v behavesthis way.
To develop functions that do behave this way, the following procedure was
developed. First, for each x, choosey such that the absolute value of F is
minimized. This can be done in several ways. The program uses a methodthat
always guarantees finding a value if one exists. Essentially, the absolute
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value of F squared and its gradients are computed. The value of y is altered
in the direction indicated by the gradient until either the gradient changes
sign or is so close to zero that convergencehas beenreached. Oncethe gradient
changessign, Muller's method (Ref. 25) is used to converge on the root. This
is essentially a bisection methodfollowed by inverse parabolic interpolation.
For this searching process, it is not necessary to makethe convergencecriteria
very tight, since only rough estimates are eventually neededin order to start
the two-dimensional secant methoddescribed earlier.
Nowthat a criterion for y has been established, it is only necessary to find a
test function that will changesign whena solution is crossed while incrementing




This function acts as a very good test function because it represents the
coordinate direction in the u,v plane along which the vector (u,v) changes
most with x. When this coordinate changes sign as one goes from, say, xl
to x2 with Yl and Y2 chosen so that the length of the vector (u,v) is minimized,
then it is very likely that a solution has been crossed. Exceptions to this
ru|e occur when one is near relative minima of the surface u2 + v2 that are
not zero. To see this, consider the actual equations that are being solved.
In order that the vector (u,v) is minimum for each y, it is necessary that
= . + VVy O. Combining this with the above@(u2 + v2)/By 0 That is UUy
equation, we see we are finding an x and y such that the matrix equation
(212)
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is satisfied. The matrix is just the transpose of Jacobian of u and v with
respect to x and y.
This equation can be satisfied if either u and v are zero, or the Jacobian
is singular. The Jacobian is necessarily singular at all relative minima of
the surface u2 + v2 except those at u = v = O. In order to differentiate
between those solutions to (212) that are due to singularities of the Jacobian
and those that are due to u and v vanishing, weemploy two different tests.
First of all, whena singularity point is crossed, the determinant of the
Jacobian should changesign. If this occurs, then the programrejects this
point as a possible solution. Sometimes,however, the determinant does not
changesign becauseeither the convergencecriterion used in the searching
algorithm is too loose or becausethe singularity has a double root. In
either case, the procedure is to test the condition number*of the transpose
of the Jacobian matrix in the region near the suspected solution. If the
condition numberdoes not exceeda given input limit (e.g., around80),
then the point in question is usually a solution.
Onceit is determined that a potential solution has been crossed betweenxl
and x2, for example, the procedure is to (a) determine x3 basedon the methodof
false position using the test function given in(211), (b) determine Y3 to
minimize IFI, and (c) use (Xl,Yl), (x,Y2), and (x3,Y_) as the required first
Z
three guesses for the two-dimensional secant method.
The above procedure has been found to be most satisfactory for the conditions
tested in this program. The search algorithm described above has several
salient features. First, as mentioned earlier, the search method takes
advantage of the fact that many of the computations are not a function of the
imaginary part of _, namely y: This allows the minimization of IFI with respect
to y to proceed with high efficiency. Secondly, and more importantly,
*The condition number of a matrix, A, is a measure of how sensitive a solution
It isto the system Ab=c is to perturbations in c.. . equal to the square root
ratio of the absolute value of the largest elgenvaJue of A'A to the smallest
eigenvalue of A'A. For singular matrices, the condition number is infinite.
For matrices that are nearly singular, the condition number will be quite large.
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the procedure has been automatedto the extent that the user only has to specify
a frequency range and a maximumnumberof roots desired in that range.
The algorithm will start at the lower end of the frequency range and will
increment through it until either the maximumnumberof roots are found or the
upper end of the frequency range is reached. This is a very powerful property
since it does not require the user to have a clear knowledge of the location





The main program for the FSCSM computer model performs much of the
input/output activity of the model and controls the sequencing through
the various major subprogram blocks of the model. After writing the
header page (Fig. 5), the main program reads in and writes out the data
described in Table 2 of the input section of this report under the heading
Main Control Section Input. The program then computes the area profiles
through a call to subroutine AREA. It then beains its main do loop
controlling the number of solutions to the nozzle admittance boundary
equation that are desired. During the iterations for each solution to
be foun_the main program proceeds with successive calls to subroutines
N_ZADM, HYDRDY, COMBDY, and SOLVW in order to compute the downstream
nozzle admittance factor, the feed system response parameters, the
combustion dynamics coefficients, and performance calculations neces-
sary to solve the nozzle admittance boundary equations respectively.
Subroutine S_LVW also causes a call to subroutine CHAMDYwhich computes
the oscillatory profiles. Further, during the first iteration in the
do loop for the main program for the first solution, the main brogram
also calls subroutine STEADY in order to obtain the steady-state profiles.
The variable ISCNT is the FORTRAN variable set by the main program and
altered in SOLVH which controls the type of iteration being performed.
When ISCNT equals one or four, the search algorithm described on pages 54-56
is called out. This is the initial condition at the beginning of each
set of iterations to solve the nozzle admittance boundary equation. When
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The variable KWHERE,which is set by subroutine S_LVW,controls the logical
flow in the main programsubsequentto a call to S_LVW. WhenISCNTequals
one or four and KWHEREequals one, the control is returned to that portion
of the main programwhich starts the calculation for the next value of
being tried by the search algorithm. WhenKWHEREequals two and ISCNT
equals one or four, control is passedto that portion which will perform
calculations for a perturbed m in order to computethe derivative of
ANu- ANDwith respect to _R" WhenISCNTequals 5 and convergencehas
not been reached, the normal exit from SBLVWalso sets KWHEREequal to
two. For this case however, no derivatives are calculated. The program
will Just proceedwith successive calls to N_ZADM,HYDRDY,and C_MBDY
in order to computethe downstreamnozzle admittance factor, the feed
system response, and the combustion dynamiccoefficients, respectively.
It then proceeds to S_LVWin order to obtain an updated estimate of
using the two-dimensional secant method.
WhenKWHEREeauals three or four, convergenceon a solution to the nozzle
admittance boundary equation has been attained. For this case, control
is passed to that portion of the main programwhich prints the final
results for that solution.
WhenKWHEREequals five, control is passedto the end of the main do loop
in the main program. The output portion is bypassed. This only occurs
whenan error was detected by subroutine S_LVW.
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S_LVW
This subroutine performs manyof the calculations and controls most of the
logical flow required to match the downstreamboundary condition on the noz-
zle admittance. The FORTRANvariable ISCNTcontrols the logical flow with-
in subroutine S_LVW(Fig. 6). If ISCNTequals one, then that portion of
the subroutine used for searching the _-plane for possible solutions to
the nozzle admittance boundary equation is used. Twocalls to SOLVWare
used for this purpose. During the first call, the imaginary Dart of
is determined so that the absolute value of the upstream nozzle admittance
minus the downstreamnozzle admittance is minimized. The secondcall is
madein order to complete the computation of the Jacobian of this dif-
ference with respect to the real portion of m. (The derivatives of the
difference with respect to the imaginary part of _ are computedduring
the first call.) WhenISCNTequals one, tests are also madeto determine
if a solution is nearby. The actual test function and the logic employed
is described on pages 54-56.
Onceit is determined that a possible solution is bracketed by two suc-
cessive frequencies, the variable ISCNTis set equal to four. Subroutine
SOLVWperforms the samecalculations for this value of the variable ISCNT
as it does when ISCNTequals one. The only difference occurs at the end
of the secondcall to S_LVW. At that point, checks are madeto ensure
that the potential solution is in fact an actual solution and not due to a
singularity in the Jacobian. If the error passes certain criteria and at
least three iterations have been performed with ISCNTequal to four, then
ISCNTis set equal to five for subsequent calls to SOLVW.Betweeneach
iteration for ISCNTeaual to four, as well as for the first iteration for
ISCNTequal to four, the real part of the frequency is modified using the
methodof fa]se position or the bisection method, depending uponthe value
of the iteration counter, KSCNT4.
WhenISCNTequals five, no derivatives are computed. For this situation,
subroutine S_LVWonly computesthe difference between the upstreamand
downstreamnozzle admittances basedon the current value of _. It then
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value of m is updated according to the two-dimensional secant method
described on page 5_
The variable which controls the flow in the main program subsequent to a
call to SOLVW is KWHERE and is described in the section of this report
dealing with the main program.
CHAMDY
This subprogram is called by XIMAGF in order to compute the oscillatory
pressure, temperature, velocity, mixture ratio, and density profiles.
From these quantities (Fig. 7), it determines the upstream nozzle admit-
tance. It solves for the oscillatory profiles by solving the linearized
set of differential equations presented on pages 41 and 42. This is done
using a second order implicit finite difference scheme. Those integrals
appearing in the vaporization expression which cannot be integrated analyti-
cally are numerically integrated using the trapezoidal rule.
Because the differential equations represent a linear initial value problem,"
the finite difference equations are also linear and one can "march off" the
solution from the initial plane. Since the four differential equations
are coupled, replacing them at each axial position by their finite difference
appreximation results in a four by four system of complex linear equations.
Because of the nature of the differential equations, the resulting matrix
equations are essentially diagonally dominant and can therefore be solved
very quickly using Gaussian elimination with the diagonal element used for
pivoting.
XIMAGF
This subroutine is called by SBLVW and ZERO. Its main function is to compute
the difference between the upstream and downstream nozzle admittances (Fig.
8). When the program is still performing the search algorithm, this routine
computes the derivative of this difference with respect to the imaginary
part of m as well as the derivative of the absolute value of this difference
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Figure 8. Logic Diagram for Subroutine XIMAGF
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CHMC_N
This routine is called by CHAMDYand calculates certain parameters
necessary for determining the coefficients used in CHAMDY.
C_MMAT
This routine solves the four by four complex system of linear equations
discussed in the section describing subroutine CHAMDY.It uses Gaussian
elimination with pivoting on the diagonal.
ZERO
This routine is called by subroutine CHAMDY. Its function is to find the
zero of a given functional when that zero is bracketed both above and below.
The functional in this case is the derivative with respect to the imaginary
part of _ of the absolute value squared of the difference between the
upstream and downstream nozzle admittances. Finding the zero of this func-
tional is done in order to minimize the error in the difference between the
nozzle admittances with respect to the imaginary part of _ . The method used
by subroutine ZERO is due to Muller (Ref. 25). It essentially involves a
bisection step followed by inverse parabolic interpolation to determine the
next guess.
STEADY
This routine (Fig. 9) is called by the main program to determine the time inde-
pendent solution to the set of differential equations given on page 40. These
equations have been analytically integrated on pages 42-44. This subroutine uses
these latter equations to determine the steady state profiles. Also, several
parameters which are a function of these steady state variables are computed
and saved for subsequent use by the chamber dynamics subprogram, CHAMDY. ]f
the FORTRAN variable IPRSTE is greater than zero, a printout of the steady
state profiles will be given.
COMBDY
This subprogram (Fig. lO) calculates the fuel and oxidizer o_mbustion coupling
coefficients required for the determination of the time oscillatory vaporization
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Figure lO. Logic Diagram for Subprogram COMBDY
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are given on pages 33-34. During the first pass into this program, the com-
bustion dynamic input variables are read in from input device 5 and written
out onto device 6. A discussion of these variables is given in the Model
Input Section. The logical flow in COMBDY is controlled by the F_RTRAN
variable INPCOM. If this variable is less than or equal to one, the combus-
tion coefficients are computed for the current frequency only. If INPCOM
is greater than one, these coefficients are computed for the entire fre-
quency table, FREQT (e.g., from lO to lO00 Hz), and saved on tape/disk
ITAPE for subsequent use by the main program.
AREA
This subroutine is called by the main program. It computes the area pro-
files and axial distance profiles necessary for solution of the steady-state
and transient profiles.
LOCFAC
This routine is used to determine the subscript, I, within an ordered array,
TX, such that the input argument, X, is in the interval TX(1), TX(I+I).
This routine also returns the interpolating factor FX = (X-TX(1)/(TX(I+I)-
TX(1)) for subsequent use in linear interpolation.
HEAD
This subroutine is called by the main program to print the heading page which
gives the title of the program, by whom and where it was developed, and the
program sponsor.
HYDRDY
Subroutine HYDRDY (Fig. ll) is called by the main program to calculate the
frequency domain characteristics of the feed system. Functions performed
by HYDRDY are (1) reading of input data describing the physical attributes
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Figure II. Logic Diagram for Subprogram HYDRDY
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of the feed system components, (2) generation of a matrix of linear dif-
ferential equations representing the complete feed system, (3) solution
of the feed system equations to yield the amplitude and phaseresponse of
all feed system pressures and flowrates as a function of chamberpressure
oscillation amplitude and frequency, and (4) generation of tabulated output
of injector flowrate frequency response for use by the main program.
A basic assumptionof subroutine HYDRDYis that the feed system being
modeledcan be represented by the generalized schematic of Fig. 4
(or by someportion of this schematic). This assumption is necessary
becauseHYDRDYsets up and solves the complete set of simultaneous
eqwations representing the Fig. 4 schematic. By assigning very high
resistance and very short length attributes to any of the 30 numbered
line segmentsof the generalized schematic, whosesegmentcan effectively
be excluded from having any effect on the frequency response character-
istics of the rest of the system. With this approach a wide variety of
feed systemscan be modeledwith no changesto the programother than
the inDut data.
Figure ll showsthe functional block diagram for subroutine HYDRDY.When
called, the subroutine initially zeroes the values of all of the elements
of the coefficient and time delay matrices C and TD in labeled common
block F. The values of various fixed input arguments required by the fre-
quencyresponse subroutine (FRESP)are then initialized.
Input argument IR directs the reading of subroutine HYDRDYinput data. If
IR is zero or less, the programassumesthat all required data has pre-
viously been read and the data read function is bypassed. If IR = l, the
programassumesthat no hydrodynamicdata has been read and proceeds to ini-
tialize all hydrodynamicinput variables to values which will exclude all 30
line segmentsand both injectors of the generalized Fig. 4 feed system sche-
matic. Control is then passedto statement 45 for reading of input data. If
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IR = 2, the assumption is made that most input data is already set up
(such as from a previous case during the same program run). Control
is passed directly to statement 45 for reading any changes to the
input data.
Input data reading for HYDRDY is in the NAMELIST format (NAMELIST
name HYD) and is normally in the form of card input on logical unit
number 5. However, if the program is run in a timesharing environment,
an option is provided for reading data from a timesharing terminal.
This option is controlled by variables IRFLAG and ITERM. Both of these
variables are stored in labeled common block/F/ and can be changed by
input to NAMELIST HYD. Variable IRFLAG is tested in statement 45 and
if non-zero specifies reading NAMELIST HYD data from unit 5. If time-
sharing terminal input is desired, variable ITERM is set (by input
data read or block data initialization of labeled common block/F/) to
the logical unit number to the timesharing terminal. If variable ITERM
is non-zero, statement 46 sets IRFLAG to I. Thus, once terminal data
input has been specified, all subsequent data reads will default to the
terminal. Card input can be respecified (for a subsequent data case) by
entering IRFLAG = 0 in the terminal data input.
Input variables for subroutine HYDRDY are described in detail in the Hydro-
dynamic Input Section. The variables include the length (L), cross-sec-
tional area (A), propellant sonic velocity (V), propellant density (RHOL),
hydraulic resistance (R), and wall compliance (CW) for each of the 30
numbered waterhammer segments in the generalized Fig. 4 feed system
schematic. Input variables for the left ("_") injector of Fig. 4 are
resistance (R¢),inertance (Z¢), volume (VOL_), propellant sonic velocity
(V_), and injector deflection constant (K_). The corresponding input
variables for the right ("F") injector are RF, ZF, V_LF, VF and KF.
The designation of the two injectors as "_" and "F" is a notational
convenience for cases in which the feed system being modeled has only
one injector and sufficiently simple flow paths so that both oxidizer
and fuel s_,stems can simultaneously be laid out on the Fig,_4 schematic.
Such cases have the advantage of reduced computer time because the
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frequency response of both fuel and oxidizer feed systems is obtained
with a single call to subroutine HYDRDY.Of the fuel and oxidizer
feed systems overlap when laid out on the Fig. 4 schematic, subroutine
HYDRDYmust be called twice - once for each feed system.
Whendata input is complete, a value of 2 (or greater) for variable
IWRITEspecifies a printout of all input data on logical unit 6.
IWR_TE= 0 is the default and specifies no printout of input data.
Next, control is passedto the D_ loop at statement I00 in which the
input values for propellant density, propellant acoustic velocity
and segmentwall compliance for each of the 30 waterhammersegments
of the Fig. 4 schematic are combinedto yield an effective acoustic
velocity for each segment. The subsequentstatements, up to statement
400, combine the input variables as required to yield the constant
coefficients of the 57 linear waterhammerand injector equations des-
cribing the complete Fig. 4 feed system. Simultaneoussolution of these
57 equations, at each specified input frequency, yields the oscillatory
amplitude and phaseresponse of all pressures and flowrates in the feed
system to inputs via chamberpressure oscillations at that frequency.
At statement 500 a call to subroutine FRESPis madeto obtain the frequency
response solution of the feed system equations. Initially, however, at
statement 400 the value of input argument INPHYDis tested to determine
the desired output from FRESP. If INPHYDis greater than I, HYDRDYwill
call FRESPto calculate the feed system frequency response for each of
the frequencies in array FREQT. The total numberof frequencies is given
by variable NFREQTand mayrange from l to lO0. Both the variable,
NFREQT,and the array, FREQTare in labeled commonblock/COMTAP/. If the
value of INPHYDis less than or equal to l HYDRDYwill call FRESPto
calculate the feed system frequency response for the single frequency
given by input argument, FRE.
Output-_ata from subroutine HYDRDYconsists of a pairo-f'complex numbers
for each specified input frequency. If INPHYDwasspecified as _ l then
the output numbersGINJCXand GINJFUare returned in labeled common
block/F/ and also in the HYDRDYargument list as GIN@and GINF. The real
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and imaginary parts of complex numberGINJ_X (GIN_) represent the
_/ APCamplitude and phaseangle respectively of /pc--_Fl at frequency
FREQ (FRE). Similarly, the complex number GINJFU (GINF) re-
presents the amplitude and phase angle of W--_TI_/_-__._...at frequency
FREQ (FRE), W_IN, WFIN and PCIN are the input normal values for
the oxidizer injector flowrate, fuel injector flowrate and chamber
pressure, respectively, from the HYDRDY argument list.
If INPHYD was specified as >l, then rather than a single pair of complex
numbers representing oscillatory injection flowrates, HYDRDY returns two
arrays, GINJ_T and GINJFT, containing the oscillatory injection flowrate
amplitude and phase data for each of the NFREQT frequencies in array
FREQT. The output arrays GINJOT and GINJFT are stored in labeled common
block_MTAP/ and are also written out on the output device whose logical
unit number is designated by variable ITAPH in labeled common block/C_MTAP/.
The order of storage on the output device is GINJ@T(1), GINJFT(1), for
I values from l through NFREQT. After writing the GINJ@T and GINJFT
arrays on the output device HYDRDY sets the value of variable INPHYD to
3. Also, before returning control to the main program, HYDRDY tests the
value of variable IWRITE. If IWRITE is non-zero, each specified frequency
and the corresponding value of GINJ_T and GINJFT are written out on logical
unit 6. If only one frequency was specified (INPHYD _ l), then only the
single point values of FREQ, GINJ_X and GINJFU are written out.
It should be noted that although output from a single call to HYDRDY con-
tains values for both "oxidizer" and "fuel" oscillatory injection flowrates
(at one or more frequencies), the output values actually refer to the "_"
and "F" injectors of the Fig. 4 schematic. Thus, unless both oxidizer and
fuel feed systems can simultaneously be modeled with the Fig. 4 layout,
it is necessary to call HYDRDY twice - once for the oxidizer feed system
and once for the fuel feed system.
FRESP
Subroutin_FRESP (Fig. 12) is used to obtain the frequency_domain character-
istics of the feed system indirectly from input data that describes the physical
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Figure 12. Logic Diagram for Subroutine FRESP
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characteristics of the feed system. (The actual input to FRESP is
generated by the subroutine HYDRDY which orders the physical character-
istics of the system into specific matrices of coefficients that FRESP
can use as input data.)
FRESP merely solves for the variables Xi in the following relation-
ship:
C {X} = a Y
where Y is a single input variable that represents a unit value of
the injector end combustion chamber pressures. The matrix a then
relates the specific pressure input to each applicable equation that
contains combustion chamber pressure ( a may contain both static and
dynamic terms.) The matrix C is simply the coefficients of the linear
differential equations that represent the physical system. The values
of the coefficients for the a and C matrices are computed by the
subroutine HYDRDY.
The FRESP matrices can be expressed as:
sk-l sk-l
Cijk • {Xj} = aik Y
with the differential operator defined as S = J_, where J = _fZT-and
m is the frequency. The matrices may be broken down to provide real
matrices and imaginary matrices.
2 4
CijI - Cij 3 m + Cij 5 m -....
3
+ J Ci-2J m - Ci.4J _ +
= 2 + .... + J ai2 4 - Ai4 +• Xj aiI _ ai3 _ _ ai 3 oY (213)
Since the time delay coefficients used in the differential equations are
of the form e-TS-x, which is equivalent to e-TJ_'x, and since e-jy =
cos(y) + j sln(y), these terms may be added to the previousl'C-formed
real and imaginary matrices to give:
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I Cijl 2 JClj3 m + .... + cos (_ij _)
+ J Cij 2 _ - Cij4 _ + .... + sin (_ij '")
I 3 + cos (Ti ,,,)1all = ai3 .... _
I 3+ .... + sin (Ti _)I+ J ai2 ,,,. ai4
and solved for I Xil :
Y (214)
Ill 2 jXi = Cij I - Cij 3 _ + .... + cos (Tij m) +
d Cij 2 _ - Cij 4 _ + .... + sin (Tij _)
fai_-ai_'_"....+cosI'i_l1"
d ai2 m - ai4 ....
The matrices are multiplied and then solved for I Xil in the subroutine
8
C_GAEL which employs the standard Gaussian elimination procedure for
solving linear equations. The IXil solution is still separated into
real and imaginary components, and are simply combined to form a vector
L |




This subroutine is called by the hydrodynamicfrequency response sub-
routine, FRESP,to triangularize the complexmatrix of feed system
equations. Back substitution into the triangular system of equations
is subsequently performed by subroutine FRESPto yield the real and
imaginary portions of each feed system variable.
The conventional methodof Gaussian elimination is emDloyedby CBGAEL
to triangularize the system of equations. The reduction process pro-
ceeds in column order from left to right. First the complex element
with the largest absolute value in the current ("Divot") column at
or below the diagonal is located. Then the rows are interchanged if
required to movethis maximumelement (Divot element) to the diagonal.
The row interchange serves to minimize the round-off errors from the
subsequent reduction process. The pivot row (row containing the Divot
element) is then divided by the pivot element yielding l.O from the
pivot element. Finally, the elements in the pivot column below the diagon-
al are eliminated by subtracting the appropriate multiple of the pivot
row from each row below it. The subtraction is not actually performed
on the elements below the diagonal since these elements do not enter
into the subsequent back substitution process performed by subroutine
FRESP.
It should be noted that the above discussion refers to the complex
matrix as if the elements were single numbers. The actual elements
are stored as two numbersin each row, the real portion to the left
of the constant term, and the imaqinary portion on the right. This
distinction does not alter the elimination process except that two
separate numbersmust be operated on at each steP.
TDPL_T
If the value of ICRTis greater than 0 this subroutine is called by the
frequenc_ response routine FRESPto generate CRTplots o.f_the gain and
phase of the output variables as a function of frequency.
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The input arguments to TDPL_T are, W, an array of up to I01 freauencies;
Y, an array of gain or phase values; NFP, the number of data points in
arrays W and Y; TL, the lowest desired frequency grid line; XR, the
highest desired frequency grid line; and LL, a flag indicating a gain
plot if 1 or a phase plot if 2.
M
Initially TDPL_T scans the Y array for the maximum and minimum values
and generates values for the Y axis grid scaling. The first value of
Y is not included in this scan. This allows an initial very low value
of frequency to be used to approximate the system DC frequency response
without upsetting the plot frequency scaling. TDPLBT uses the standard
graphics package routines for the SC-4020 to generate the plot arids
and plot the data points. If the value of LL is 1 the CRT frame is
advanced and a plot of Y(1) versus W(1) is made on the bottom half of
the page. If LL is 2, the frame is not advanced and the Dlot is made
on the top half of the page.
In additlon to the plots, TDPLOT prints the numeric value of the first Y
array element immediately above the corresponding Dlot. This element
typically corresponds to a very low frequency value (default value of
.001 cps in subroutine FRESP) which is well below the frequency range
desired for the plot and approximates the DC value of the output
variable.




This routine and its support routines, is called by the main program to deter-
mine the nozzle admittance based on downstream conditions. The programs were
developed and programmed by Georgia Institute of Technology and the user is
referred to Ref. 23 for a complete description of these routines. The main
nozzle admittance program was modified by Rocketdyne so that input data could



































































































FSCSM COMPUTER MODEL INPUT
This section, and the Hydrodynamic Input section, describes the input necessary
to run the FSCSM computer model. The input is broken up into four major control
sections. These are the main control section input, the nozzle admittance con-
trol section input, the hydrodynamics control section input, and the combustion
dynamics control section input. Table 2 lists all the variables that are to be
input for each control section. This input is in the usual 80 character card form.
Listed in Table 2 for each control section are each card's number and format, the
variable names appearing on each card, and a brief description of each variable
appearing in the list.
The main control section requires either eight or nine cards depending upon the
input value of INPN_Z. (If INPN_Z is less than or equal to three, the last card
in this section should be input)° The first two cards, cards 1 and 2, should
contain title and case identification information. These are read in alpha num-
eric format and printed at the top of almost every page of output to identify the
case being considered.
The third card contains control information for various run options, file numbers
for the auxiliary storage of datasets used by the program, print codes, and the
number of mesh points to be used in the analysis. The control flags are INPHYD,
INPC_M, and INPN_Z. These flags allow the user to save the results from the cur-
rent case or use the results from a previous case for the current case. It is
recommended that these datasets be set up as permanent files in order to use them
for subsequent job submittals.
The first of these flags, INPHYD, controls the hydrodynamics feed system dataset.
If it is input as one, no action will be taken with respect to saving or reading
information on or from a dataset. The hydrodynamics coupling terms will be re-
computed each time the frequency changes. If INPHYD is input as two, a table of
hydrodynamic coupling terms will be generated for the frequency range specified
by the input variables NFREQ, FREQMI, and FREQMX. This table will be saved on
file ITAPH (also input on this card) and used to linearly interpolate in each









ITHESE CARDS MUST ALWAYS BE INPUT1
1,2 ((TITLE(I,J), Title information is input on the
(18A4) I=l,18), J=l,2) first two cards in the input data-
set. These should be used to
identify the case being run.
3
(1216) INPHYD Code used for hydrodynamic calcula-
tions.
l: Hydrodynamic coupling terms (HCT)
will be computed each time the
frequency changes.
2: A table of HCT's will be computed
using frequency table, FREQT,
and saved on file ITAPH. Each
time the frequency changes in
trying to satisfy the nozzle
admittance boundary condition,
the HCT will be interpolated for
in that table.
3: Table of HCT's already resides on
file ITAPH from an earlier run.
When the frequency changes, the
HCT will be interpolated for in
that table.
INPCBM Code used for the combustion dynamics
coefficients (CDC). It can take on
values from one to three. It has the
same meaning with respect to the CDC
as INPHYD does with respect to the HCT.
The tables are saved on file ITAPC.
INPNBZ Code used for the downstream nozzle
admittance term (DNAT).
l: The DNAT is computed each time
the frequency changes.
2: A table of DNT's versus fre-
quency using frequency table,
FREQT, is computed and saved
internally. Each time the fre-
quency_hanges in trying to
satisfy the nozzle admittance
boundary condition, the DNT will




















Same as 2, but the table is
also saved on file ITAPN.
A table of DNT's versus frequency
already resides on file ITAPN
(from a previous run). Inter-
polation is the same as 2 and 3.
File used to save hydrodynamic coup-
ling term table. Must be specified
if INPHYD>2.
File used to save combustion coeffi-
cients table. Must be specified if
INPCQM>3.
File used to save nozzle admittance
terms table. Must be specified if
INPN_Z>__3.
Code used for hydrodynamics couplinq
term table printout.
O: Table will not be printed.
l: Table will be printed.
Code used for combustion coupling
coefficients printout
O: Coefficients will not be
printed.
l: Coefficients will be printed
at each freouency found to
satisfy the nozzle admittance
boundary condition.
Code used for the downstream nozzle
admittance terms table printout.
O: Table will not be printed.
l: Table will be printed.
Code used for the oscillatory profiles
printout.
O: Profiles will not be printed.
l: Profiles will be printed at
each,f_reouency found to satisf



























Code used for the steady-state profiles
printout.
O: Profiles will not be printed.
I: Profiles will be printed.
Number of axial positions to be used
between the XO plane (start of vapori-
zation) and the nozzle inlet plane.
(Both the XO and nozzle inlet planes
must be counted.)
Axial coordinate of start of vaporiza-
tion plane, inches.
Nozzle inlet plane, inches
Radius of combustion chamber at injector
face, inches.
Ratio of specific heats of combustion
gas (CD/C v) evaluated at overall mixture
ratio,runitless.
Sonic velocity evaluated at overall
mixture ratio, ft/sec.
Oscillatory non-dimensionalpressure
amplitude at injector face, unitless.
Absolute value of this variable is the
number of frequency solutions that will
be searched for starting at the frequency
specified by the real part of QMEGA and
ending at FRQMAX. This variable may be
input as either positive or negative.
(See input of _MEGAR for explanation.)
Intermediate output dump code used to
write the oscillatory profiles solved
for in CHAMDY for each iteration.
O: Oscillatory profiles will not
be printed out between iterations.
l: Oscillatory profiles will be






















Intermediate output dump code used in
subroutine SQLVW.
O: No intermediate output will
be printed from S_LVW during
iterations.
l: Limited intermediate output
will be printed by S_LVW
2: Extended intermediate output
will be printed by SBLVW.
Maximum number of iterations allowed to
minimize the error in the nozzle admit-
tance boundary equation with respect to
the imaginary part of m.
Maximum number of times the frequency will
be allowed to be changed by DELFRO during
the searching algorithm between each
solution.
Maximum number of iterations allowed for
the convergence of the two-dimensional
secant method used in S_LVW.
Starting value for the real part of complex
frequency of NROOT>O. This should be in-
put in units of Hertz times 2_. If NROOT<O,
this should be input in Hertz.
Starting value for the imaginary part of
complex frequency. This should be input as
the growth coefficient if NROOT>O. It
should be input as the decrement if
NROOT<O.
Maximum frequency above which no solutions
to the nozzle admittance boundary equation
will be sought, Hertz.
Increment used to adjust the frequency
during the searching portion of the
algorithm to solve the nozzle admit-


















Maximum allowable change in the growth
coefficient between two successive
iterations in the portion of the pro-
gram that minimizes the error in the
nozzle boundary condition eauation with
respect to the growth coefficient, sec-l.
Upper bound on the condition number of
the transpose of the Jacobian of the dif-
ference between the upstream and down-
stream nozzle admittances with respect
to the complex frequency. If the condi-
tion number of that matrix exceeds CTEST
for a given frequency, then it is assumed
the Jacobian is singular near that fre-
quency and hence a solution will not be
sought at that point. Unitless.
Relative error criterion used during the
search algorithm/or the portion of the
program that minimizes the eror, HN, in
the nozzle admittance boundary equation with
respect to the growth coefficient, mI- To





Relative error criterion used during the
search algorithm for the portion of the
program that minimizes the error, HN, in
the nozzle admittance boundary eouation with
respect to the growth coefficient, mI-
To obtain convergence, it is necessary
that
- I<EPSxI_I1 ml2 ml2
where the subscripts 1
successive iterations.




















Tightened relative error criterion used
to determine if convergence has been
obtained while iterating to solve the
nozzle admittance boundary equation.
To obtain convergence, it is necessary
that
IANu - ANDI/AND <EPSFS
Unitless.
Tightened relative error criterion used
to determine if convergence has been
obtained while iterating to solve the
nozzle admittance boundary equation.
To obtain convergence, it is necessary
that
- ,/I 2I<EPSXS
where the subscripts l and 2 refer to
successive iterations. Unitless.
Steady-state chamber pressure, psia.
Oxidizer injection flowrate, Ibm/sec
Fuel injection flowrate, Ibm/sec






Number of points in frequency table.
Minimum frequency in frequency table,
Hertz.




















Ratio of the radius of curvature at the
nozzle inlet to the chamber radius at
nozzle inlet, unitless (see Fig. 15 ).
Ratio of the radius of curvature upstream
of the throat to the chamber radius at
nozzle inlet, unitless (see Fig. 15).
Nozzle convergence half anqle, degrees,
(see Fig.15 ).
Contraction ratio, cross-sectional area




THIS CONTROL SECTION READS IN ITS INPUT DATA
IN NAMELIST FORMAT. THE NAMELIST NAME IS








Input these characters startinn in column
two of the first card of the
input.
See Table 3 for a listing of the NAMELIST
data input names. The accompanying text
describes the meaning of these variables.
Character string denoting the end of the
NAMELIST input block.


















INPUT THE CARDS IN THIS CONTROL SECTION
ONLY IF INPCeM<2
XK X Klystron constant for oxidizer jet,
inches.
TAUB_X Steady-state oxidizer vaporization
time delay, sec.
VBBX Steady-state oxidizer injection
velocity, ft/sec.
DELH_X Pseudo energy term for oxidizer,
Btu/Ibm.
TDRAGB Steady-state oxidizer drag time
delay, sec.
ADV_X Velocity exponent for the oxidizer
atomization process, unitless.
ADD_X Oxidizer liquid jet diameter exponent,
unitless.
DELV(BX Steady-state velocity difference between
oxidizer droplets and gas stream normal-
ized to the sonic velocity at the overall
mixture ratio, unitless.
NUBBX Steady-state oxidizer Nusselt number used
in vaporization expression, unitless.
DTBXDM Partial derivative of oxidizer vaporization
time delay with respect to mixture ratio,
holding the vaporization blockage term,
drop diameter, and Nusselt number constant,
sec.
XIMPBX Oxidizer jet impingement point, inches.
XKFU Klystron constant for fuel jet, inches.
TAUBFU Steady-state vaporization time delay, sec

































Pseudo energy term for fuel, Btu/Ibm.
Steady-state fuel drag time delay, sec.
Velocity exponent for fuel atomization
process, unitless.
Fuel liquid jet diameter exnonent,
unitless.
Steady-state velocity difference between
fuel droplets and gas stream normalized
to the sonic velocity at the overall
mixture ratio, unitless.
Average steady-state fuel Nusselt
number used in vaporization expression,
unitless.
Partial derivative of fuel vaporization
time delay with respect to mixture ratio,
holding the vaporization blockage term,
droplet diameter, and Nusselt number
constant, sec.
Fuel jet injection impingement point,
inches.
Steady-state molecular weight of the
gas at the overall mixture ratio,
Ibm/Ibm-mole.
Characteristic velocity at the overall
mixture ratio, ft/sec.
Partial derivative of gas constant with
respect to mixture ratio evaluated a_
the overall mixture ratio, ft-lb/Ib/VR.
Partial derivative of characteristic
velocity with respect to mixture ratio
evaluated at the overall mixture ratio,
ft/sec. --
Partial derivative of gas reference
enthalpy with respect to mixture ratio
averaged over the mixture range during
steady-state operation, Btu/Ibm.
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table of hydrodynamiccoupling terms versus frequency already resides on file
ITAPHin the format used duringgeneratlonof such a table whenINPHYDis input
as two. The programwill interpolate in this table in order to obtain the hydro-
dynamiccoupling terms each time the frequency changes. The use of interpolation,
once a table has been generated, substantially reduces the computer run time for
each case run.
The other two control flags input on the third card control the datasets for the
combustion dynamicscoefficients and the nozzle admittance factors. These flags
are similar to INPHYD. Their description is given in Table 2.
Also input on the third card of the main control section input are the file num-
bers of the datasets discussed above and print control flags for the various forms
of output one can obtain. Theseare all self-explanatory. The user need only
refer to Table 2 in order to determine the values that should beinput for the case
being considered.
The final entry on the third card is for the variable NXP,the numberof points
to be used for the axial distance and area arrays. This controls the step size
that will be taken during the integration of the chamberdynamicsequations; i.e.,
step size = (XNBZ- XO)_NXP-I)where XOis the axial location of the start of
vaporization plane and XNBZis the axial location of the nozzle inlet plane. The
values of XOand XNBZ are both input on the very next card read in (card 4 in
Table 2).
The start of vaporization plane (XO) is calculated by plotting the percent un-
burned of both fuel and oxidizer that is calculated by the DERprogram (or equiv-
alent steady-state combustionmodel) as a function of distance from the injector
face (Fig. 14). Theseplots are then extrapolated back to 100%unburnedand the
axial location of this point is XO.
Also input on card 4 are the radius of the combustionchamberat the injector
face, RINJ, the ratio of specific heats(Cp/Cv_GAMe,the sonic velocity, C_,
and the oscil]Jtory non-dimensional pressure amplitude desirecLat the injector
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mixture ratio. The variable DELPwill scale the amplitude of the oscillatory
wavessolved for in subroutine CHAMDY.A value of O.l is recommended.
The first variable input on the fifth card of the MAINprogramcontrol section
input is NR_)_T.The absolute value of this variable controls the maximum
numberof frequency solutions the programwill try to find. The programbegins
its search at the frequencyimplied by the input variable BMEGAR.It will stop
looking once it has found INR_TI solutions or if the frequency is above FRQMAX.
The variables IWRTand IWSKPare the next two variables input on this card.
They control the amountof intermediate output one desires. Their exact
function is described in the ProgramOperation Section of this manual.
The last three variables input on the fifth card are KNTMX,KNTRMX,and KNTSMX.
Their meaningis explained in Table 2 . Recommendedvalues for these variables
are 50, lO0, and 20 respectively.
The sixth card of the MAINprogramcontrol section input contains the variables
_MEGAR,_MEGAI,FRQMAX,DELFRQ,DELMX,and CTEST. The first two of these
variables specify the starting guess in the m plane for solution. Nosolutions
will be sought below the frequency implied by OMEGAR.Note that _MEGARand
_MEGAIcan be input as the frequency in Hertz times 2 _ and the growth co-
efficient or the frequency in Hertz and the decrementdepending uponwhether
NROOTwas input as positive or negative. The variable FRQMAX,as mentioned
earlier, is the maximumfrequency allowed for the search algorithm to find
solutions. The variable DELFRQspecifies the "stepsize" used by the search
algorithm. Since there are sometimesmanyareas in the _ plane which
contain solutions, a fairly small stepsize is recommended,e.g., 5 Hz. The
variable DELMXcontrols the maximumallowable change in the growth coefficient
during successive iterations to minimize the error in the nozzle admittance
boundarycondition as a function of the imaginary part of _. A recommended
value for this variable is 50 sec-l. The last variable on this card, CTEST,
is the upper boundon the condition numberof the transposed Jacobian used to
solve the nozzle admittance boundary condition. If the calculated condition
numberexceeds CTEST,then the search algorithm assumesthat there is a sing-
ularity near the current value of w and hence, does not proceed further in
that area to try and find a solution. A value of 50 to 80 is recommended.
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The seventh card of the MAIN Program Control Section input contains error
tolerances used in solving the nozzle admittance boundary condition. The first
two, EPSF and EPSX, are used during the search algorithm and should be fairly
large, e.g.O.Ol to 0.05 (1% to 5% error). The last two, EPSFS and EPSXS,
control the final stages of iteration and should be fairly tight, e.g. 0.0005
(0.05%).
The eighth card of this control section contains the variables PC, MBOXI, and
MBFUI. The first is the steady state chamber pressure, in PSIA, and the next
two are the oxidizer and fuel injection flowrates, respectively (Ibm/sec).
The last card, card number g, in the MAIN Program Control Section input should
be input only if the variable INPNOZ is less than or equal to three. If this
is the case, the program needs to know the size and range of the frequency table
it will use to generate tables for linear interpolation as discussed in the
section describing the input variables INPHYD, INPCOM, and INPNOZ. The input
variables on this ninth card are NFREQT, FREQMI, and FREQMX. Their meaning
is described in Table 2.
The next control section to read data after the MAIN program is the Nozzle '
Admittance Program. The data for this control section should be input only if
INPNOZ_3. Otherwise, the information is not needed since the nozzle admittance
information will be on tape ITAPN. Even when INPNOZ _ 3, there is only one
card input. This card contains information describing the nozzle geometry.
Refer to Table 2 to determine the meaning of the variables on this card.
Figure 15 shows exactly what portion of the nozzle each variable is appli-
cable to.
The next control section that requires data is the Hydrodynamics Program section.
This control section uses namelist input. The data for this control section are
only input if INPHYD _ 2. Otherwise, the hydrodynamics information will be on
tape ITAPH. The Hydrodynamic Input section (pagel02) describes the meaning of
the variables to be input for the control section.
The last c-_ntrol section to require input data is the Combustion Dynamics
Program. This input is contained on five cards. It should be omitted if
INPC_M is greater than or equal to three, since then the combustion dynamics






Figure 15. Chamber and Nozzle Geometry
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The first two cards for this section contain information specific to the oxidizer;
the next two cards contain information specific to the fuel; the last card con-
tains information specific to the combustion gas. Much of the information
required in this section is obtainable from the output of the DER program
(Ref. ll). This program solves for the steady state behavior of the chamber
under consideration. The single stream tube option of the DER program is
sufficient for this application.
As mentioned above, the variables input on the first two cards of the Combustion
Dynamics Program control section are applicable to the oxidizer. These variables
are XK_X, TAUB_X, VB_X, DELH_X, TDRAG_, ADVBX, ADD_X, DELV_X, NUB_X, DT_XDM, and
XIMP_X. The first variable XK_X, is the Klystron constant for the oxidizer jet.
This variable controls the distance downstream from the injector face that the
Klystron effect will be allowed to occur. The exact method of calculating XK_X
has not been determined but it is recommended that a distance corresponding to
approximately 45% of the oxidizer vaporized be used.
The next variable, TAUB_X, is the steady state oxidizer vaporization time delay.
Figure 14 gives the percent unburned for the sample input case of liquid
oxidizer and fuel remaining in the chamber as a function of axial distance plotted
on semi log graph paper. This output was derived from a DER computer run. The
reciprocal of the average slope of the oxidizer curve during the initial burning
phases should be taken as the oxidizer vaporization distance delay. For Figure 14,
this is 2.318 inches. The time delay is obtained by dividing this by the
average injector velocity, which, for the sample case presented in Figure 14
is 28.859 ft/sec. The result is 0.00669 seconds. The next variable, VB_X, is
the average oxidizer injection velocity. This is also given by the DER program
from injector orifice and steady state AP considerations.
The variable DELH_X is the pseudo energy of the oxidizer droplets and is dis-
cussed at the end of this section. The variable TDRAG_ is the steady-state
oxidizer drag time delay and a value of zero is currently recommended. If
this variable is different from zero, the computed pressure and velocity
profiles calculated in the chamber are unrealistic (see Conclusions and
Recommendal!_ons in Refo I). L
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ADV_Xand ADD_Xare the velocity and orifice diameter exponents for the oxidizer
atomization process, i.e.,
ADV_X ADD_X (216)
Dox _ V Dorif
Thesevariables are obtained from cold flow tests and for like-doublets -0.75
and 0.57 are recommended.It should be noted that these variables are on
different input cards. The next input variable is DELV_Xwhich is the steady-
state velocity difference betweenthe oxidizer droplets and the combustion
gas stream normalized to the sonic velocity. Since the vaporization rate is
highest near the injector face, this variable should be evaluated near the
injector face. Becausethe gas and the droplet velocities are approximately equal
to each other at this location, a value of O.Ol is recommendedbased on turbulence
levels in a rocket chamber(Ref. 26).
The next variable, NUB_X,is the steady state oxidizer Nusselt numberused in
the vaporization expression. This variable should be computedfrom the relation
-2




where Dox is the average oxidizer droplet diameter near the injector face, kox is
the vaporization coefficient used in the k'-model evaluated at a mixture ratio
near the injector face and ¥ox is the oxidizer time delay. Both D-oxand k'ox
are obtainable from a DER computer run. For the sample case input, "near the
injector face" was taken as the first axial step printed by the DER program.
The variable DTOXDM is the change in the oxidizer vaporization time delay with
respect to mixture ratio. At the present time, a value of zero is recommended
based on model verification cases (Ref. l).
The last oxidizer variable input is XIMP_X. This is the impingement point in
inches for the oxidizer jets. -_
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Thenext two cards contain data for the fuel. These data are obtained the san_
way as they were for the oxidizer and are input in the same order.
The last card for this control section contains combustion gas data. The first
variable input on this card, MWG, is the steady state molecular weight evaluated
at the overall mixture ratio. This may be obtained from tables of molecular
weight versus mixture ratio printed by the DER program. The next variable, CS,
is the characteristic velocity evaluated at the overall mixture ratio. This is
also obtainable from DER table output. The last three variables on this card
are DRGDMR, DCSDMR, and DHDMR. These are the partial derivatives with respect
to mixture ratio of the gas constant, the characteristic velocity, and the
reference enthalpy respectively. DRGDMR and DCSDMR can be calculated from
equilibrium calculations but a value of zero is recommended for DCSDMR based on
model verification cases (Ref. l).
The variable DHDMR, and also the variables DELH@X and DELHFU, is calculated by
curvfitting the steady-state energy equation with stagnation temperature/mixture
ratio data calculated by an equilibrium program. The steady-state energy
equation can be written as
- (I+MR¢) T@ } = (MR-MR¢) (A hox )
where Y¢ I+MR,) T¢ MR, (A hox)(A hfu):(Y¢-I ) ( R¢ -
+ (MR_p)(I+MR_(B__) ¢
and the subscript ¢ indicates that the variable is to be evaluated based on





This section describes data needed by the hydrodynamics subroutine, HYDRDY,
to simulate the various feed system components. It is assumed that the
feed system being modeled has been laid out on the generalized feed system
schematic of Fig. 4 with an appropriate segment number assigned to each
feed system component (or combination of components).
Basic Feed-Sxstem Data
To describe the basic feed system it is necessary to know the length, area,
resistance and wall compliance of each of the n,lmbered segments of Fig. 4
which are being used. Also, the acoustic velocity and density of the
fluid in each segment must be known. If there is dissolved an entrained
gas in the system, then a preliminary calculation must be made for each
feed system section to account for the effect of the gas on the fluid
acoustic velocity.
Specific parameters required for the numbered segments are:
2
A Segment cross-sectional area - in.
CW - Segment wall compliance (AV/AP/V - in.2/Ib
L Segment length - in.
R - Segment linearized hydraulic resistance (AP/W) - sec/in. 2
V - Segment fluid acoustic velocity - in./sec
RH_L - Segment fluid density - Ib/in.3
Valves, Fittings, Orifices, Screens, FlowTneters, etc.
These components can each be described in the model simply as lumped resist-
ance at the end of a line segment. Rather than using all the attributes of
one of the numbered segments (length, area, wall compliance, etc.) for one
of these "resistance only" components, it is suggested that its resistance
merely be added to that of the adjacent upstream pipe segment. The combin-
ation can_hen be entered as one of the numbered segments_ith the length,
area and wall compliance values being primarily those of the pipe segment.
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Accumulators
A feed system accumulator can be represented as one of the side branch
lines of the Fig. 4 schematic by specifying an appropriate length, area,
acoustic velocity and fluid density for the fluid volume of the accumu-
lator and also specifying an appropriate connecting resistance. The
spring rate of the accumulator piston can be specified in terms of the
segment wall compliance value.
Propellant Tanks
A large tank will have the effect of constant fluid pressure at its
outlet and can be represented simply as the input to segment number l,
15, or 22. No descriptive parameters are required for these inputs.
Small tanks can be represented as one of the side branch lines in a
manner similar to an accumulator. Ullage volume in a small tank is
represented by a reduced value for the segment acoustic velocity.
Cavitatin9 Venturies
The steady-state effect of a cavitating venturi is to have constant
flow through the venturi as a function of variations in downstream
pressure. For an oscillatory system, the vapor bubble downstream of
the venturi throat makes the venturi look like a constant pressure
boundary for small amplitUde oscillations. To simulate this effect the
effective acoustic velocity for the segment downstream of the cavitating
venturi should be made very small (=lO inches/sec would be appropriate).
The steady-state hydraulic resistance of the cavitating venturi can be
lumped with that of the upstream pipe segment as described above for
valves, fittings, etc.
Regenerativelx-Cooled Thrust Chamber
Regeneratively-cooled thrust chamber jackets can be represented as one or
more of the numbered Fig. 4 segments. Because in most thrust chambers the
coolant flow area changes continuously with length, as many seqments as
possibl_should be devoted to the jacket so as to impro_w_the simulation
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accuracy. The fluid temperature also maychangesignificantly along
the chamberlength thereby necessitating the use of several segments
with different acoustic velocities to achieve accurate simulation.
Lines, Ducts, Bends, Bellows, and Flex Lines
These components are described in the model in terms of the basic
numbered segment input parameters of length, area, fluid acoustic
velocity, fluid density, wall compliance and linearized hydraulic
resistance. For a duct or line of constant diameter, D, wall thickness,
h, and wall material bulk modulus, E, the program input wall compliance
value, CW, is simply D/LE. For a bellows or flux line of volume, V, the
wall compliance value, CW, may be calculated from _V/_V where _\'/AP
is the volume change per psi at the operating pressure.
Injectors
The hydrodynamics subprogram employs a separate set of equations to
describe the hydrodynamic characteristics of the two injectors in the
Fig. 4 generalized feed system schematic. The specific input parameters
for the two injectors are the volume, linearized hydraulic resistance,
orifice inertance (I/Ag), fluid acoustic velocity, and a structural parameter
defining the change in injector volume per psi of injector _P. In terms











Linearized hydraulic resistance for the "F" injector,
2(2 AP/W) sec/in.
Linearized hydraulic resistance for the "_" injector,
(2 aP/W) - sec/in. 2
3
Volume of the "F" injector - in.
3
Volume of the "_" injector - in.
Fluid acoustic velocity of the "F" injector - in./sec
Fluid acoustic velocity of the "_" injector - in./sec
Inertance of the "F" injector orifices (I/Ag) - sec2/in. 2
Inertance of the "_" injector orifices, (I/A_) - sec2/in. 2
"F" injector deflection constant, (aV/aP) - in.5/Ib
"_" injector deflection constant, (AV/aP) - in.5/Ib
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Tees, Splitters and Capped Lines
No provision is made in the model for completely generalized input of tees
and branched lines. However, a system of considerable complexity can be
modeled by laying out an appropriate flow path on the generalized Fig. 4
schematic. For example, a feed system with up to seven side branch lines
can be simulated by choosing the main flow path through segments l, 3, 4,
14, 17, 21, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30 and the"F"injector in series.
Input Variables
Data input to the hydrodynamics subprogram is from three sources: (1) Via
the argument list in the CALL HYDRDY statement, (2) Through labeled common
block/CBMTAP/and (3) By use of the NAMELIST data read routine.
The argument list variables, in order, are:
IR - Data read flag - dimensionless
INPHYD- Program function flag - dimensionless
FRE - Single frequency for feed system frequency response
calculation - Hz
GIN_ - Output value of oscillatory oxidizer injector flowrate for
input frequency FRE - dimensionless
GINF - Output value of oscillatory fuel injector flowrate for input
frequency FRE - dimensionless
PCIN - Injector end thrust chamber pressure - psia
W_IN - Steady-state oxidizer injector flowrate - Ib/sec
WFIN - Steady-state fuel injector flowrate - Ib/sec
Several HYDRDY input variables are transmitted via labeled common block/
C_NTAP/. ITAPH is the logical unit number of the output device on which sub-
routine HYDRY tabulates output values of oscillatory injection flowrates
for the specific frequencies (up to lO0 separate values) given in the array
FREQT in common block/CONTAP/. The value of the FREQT in common block/C_NTAP/
is the total number of frequencies stored in the array FREQT.
All other data required by HYDRDY, including all the feed system descriptive
data, 1_'sread in by use of the NAMELIST routine. The l'ocalrules for using
this routine should be checked to verify that the correct card or terminal
format is being used. Table 3 shows a list of allowable F_RTRAN names, the
maximum values of subscripts, and a definition of the names. The name of
the NAMELIST block is HYD.
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Array containing segment cross-sectional area values
Array containing segment wall compliance values
Frequency at which HYDRDY will compute feed system
frequency response if INPHYD < l
Array containing frequencies at which HYDRDY will compute
feed system freauency response of INPHYD > I.
ICRT = l; injector flowrate gain and phase will be plotted
vs frequency. ICRT = O; no plot (default)
Dummy name to allow for data card sequence numbers
Array containing control flags used by subroutine
FREQD. Can be used to obtain printouts and plots of
feed system frequency response for other variables in







IRFLAG : O; read data from unit 5 (default)
IRFLAG # O; read data from unit ITERM
ITERM = O; no terminal data input (default)
ITERM > O; read data from terminal (unit ITERM)
ITYPE = I; both oxidizer and fuel feed systems are
modeled simultaneously (default)
ITYPE = 2; oxidizer feed system modeled on first pass
of frequency response routine; fuel feed system modeled
on second pass.
IWRITE : O; HYDRDY input printed on unit 6 (default)
IWRITE = 2; extensive printout of all HYDRDY input,
intermediate output and final output on unit 6
IWRITE = l; printout of HYDRDY input and final output
on unit 6
Injector face flexibility constant for "F" injector
Injector face flexibility constant for "_" injector.
















Lowest frequency for injector flowrate gain/phase plot;
default to FREQT(1) if not entered
Highest frequency for injector flowrate gain/phase plot;
default to FREQT(NFREQT) if not entered
Array containing segment hydraulic resistance values
Hydraulic resistance for "F" injector
Array containing segment propellant density values
Hydraulic resistance for "_" injector
Array containing segment acoustic velocity values
Acoustic velocity for "F" injector
Acoustic velocity for "_" injector
Volume of "F" injector
Volume of "_" injector
Inertance of "F" injector
Inertance of "_" injector
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Required input in the NAMELIST/HYD/datais a value of A, CW,L, R, RH_L,
and V (see Table 3 for descriptions) for each numberedsegmentbeing in-
cluded in the feed system. Values of KFand/or K_, RFand/or R_, VFand/
or V_, V_LFand/or V_L_and ZF and/or Z_ are also required. It should be
noted that, whenpossible, both oxidizer and fuel feed systems should
simultaneously be laid out on the Fig. 4 schematic with the injector labeled
"_" being used for the oxidizer side (data values K_, R_, V_, V_L_and Z_)
and the injector labeled "F" being used for the fuel side (data values, KF,
RF, VF, V_LFand ZF). If this can be done, a single call to subroutine
FRESPwill generate frequency response data for both oxidizer and fuel feed
systems. If feed system complexity requires that the oxidizer and fuel feed
systems be laid out separately on the Fig. 4 schematic, then two sets of
input data must be read and subroutine HYDRDYmust call FRESPtwice - first
for the oxidizer feed system calculations and second for the fuel feed sys-
tem calculations. To specify this option, variable ITYPE must be set equal
to 2.
Variable INPHYD in the HYDRDY argument list controls the HYDRDY calculation
process. If INPHYD _ l the oscillation injection flowrates are calculated
for a single frequency, specified by variable FRE in the HYDRDY argument list.
If INPHYD > l, HYDRDY calculates oscillatory injector flowrates for the num-
ber of frequencies, NFREQT, which are contained in array FREQT. Both NFREQT
and the array FREQT are stored in labeled common block/CBMTAP/ prior to call-
ing HYDRDY.
NAMELIST variable ICRT controls the option for generating CRT plots of the
oscillatory injection flowrate gains and phase values as a function of fre-
quency. If ICRT = 0 (the default value) no plots are made. If ICRT_ l
plot output is written to the output file named SYSCRT.
NAMELIST variable, ID, is a dummy name which can be used on each input card
to provide an identification number field without violating the NArIELIST
restriction that the entire card is read as data. For example, ID = 00000010
could be in columns 70-80 of a HYDRDY data card and ID = 00000020 in columns
70-80 of the next card. The NAMELIST routine would then interpret each card's
sequence number as a new value for the dummy variable, ID. The value of ID
is not used in any way by subroutine HYDRDY.
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NAMELISTvariable, ITYPE, is used to indicate to HYDRDYthe format of the
feed system modeling. If ITYPE= l (the default value) it is assumed that
both oxidizer and fuel feed systems are modeled simultaneously with only
one set of HYDRDY input values (for the 30 segments and 2 injectors of the
Fig. 4 schematic). If ITYPE = 2, HYDRDY will send two consecutive sets of
input data; the first set will be assigned to the oxidizer feedsystem and
the second set to the fuel feed system. For either value of ITYPE the pro-
gram will assume that the injector labeled "_" on Fig. 4 is the oxidizer
flow outlet and the injector labeled "F" is the fuel flow outlet. There-
fore, this convention must be followed when laying out the feed system model.
NAMELIST variables IRFLAG and ITERM are optional HYDRDY inputs which in-
dicate that data input will be provided from a timesharing terminal. If
IRFLAG = 0 (the default value), input data will be read only from FORTRAN
logic unit number, ITERM. It should be noted that the default values for
IRFLAG and ITERM are set up so that the initial data input will always be
card input on unit 5.
After reading the initial NAMELIST data on unit 5, HRDRDY checks the value
of ITERM and, if non-zero, proceeds to read additional first case data
from the terminal on unit ITERM. Thus, the first case card NAMELIST input
could consist of the single item ITERM = N, where N is the terminal logical
unit number. If terminal input only is desired, block data program/F/ can
be recompiled with the IRFLAG default value changed from 0 to l and the ITERM
default value changed from 0 to the desired unit number.
NAMELIST variable IWRITE (main program control variable IPRHYD) controls
the printed output from HYDRDY. If IWRITE = 0 (the default value), only
the NAMELIST input to HYDRDY is printed on logical unit 6. If IWRITE < 0
the NAMELIST input is printed and the normal HYDRDY output is printed as
well as being saved on an output device in binary form. If IWRITE = l both
HYDRY input and normal output are printed. If IWRITE > l extensive print-
outs of subroutine FRESP intermediate calculations are printed in addition
to theenormal HYDRDY input and output. --_
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PROGRAMOUTPUT
The output of the FSCSMcomputer programis provided as the usual
tabular printout. A samplecase is included in Appendix E which
corresponds to the input dataset listed in Apoendix D. As is also
mentioned in the ProgramOperation section of this manual, the in-
put case listed in Appendix D consists of two cases being run back
to back. The output from the first case is given in Appendix E
from pagesE-2 through E-14. The first pageof output consists of
a title page identifying the current version of the FSCSMcomnuter
program. The input data are printed out as they are read in. This
permits both a full documentationof the computer run conditions for
later analysis as well as a convenient methodto check for input
errors if unusual results are calculated. PageE-3 of the listing
in Appendix E gives the two alphanumeric cards identifying the case
at the top of the page right under the pronramtitle. Subseauent
to these two cards, the information on the cards read in by the main
control section and the nozzle admittance control section are printed
out. After reading and writing these cards, and since INPN_Z= 3,
the program proceeds to the nozzle admittance table calculations.
Information pertinent to these calculations is printed on page E-4.
The freauency table goes from 150 Hz to 400 Hz as specified by the
input variables FREQMI and FREQMX.
Since INPHYD = 2, tbe program proceeds to the hydrodynamic subroutines
right after the nozzle admittance calculations. Input for this routine
is in the form of NAMELIST data. The NAMELIST is output on pages E-5
and E-6. A printout of the feed system response table computed by sub-
routine HYDRDY and saved on file ITAPH is given on page E-7.
The next set of input required is used in subroutine C_MBDY and _TE#DY.
This is output on page E-8. The steady-state profiles are then computed
and printed on pages E-9 and E-lO.
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The program then begins its search for solutions to the nozzle admit-
tance boundary condition. The first one it finds is at 210.42 Hz.
The program then outputs the combustion dynamic coefficients, the fre-
quency and decrement, and the feed system response for this solution
on page E-14. On page E-12, the oscillatory profiles correspond
to this solution are given. The program then proceeds to the next
case.
Since the second case does not generate the data on files ITAPN and
ITAPH (it only reads this information), these tables are not printed.
The first page of OUtDut, page E- 15, in Appendix E, consists entirely
of the data read by the Main Control Section and the Combustion Dynamics
Control Section. Since the STEADY Contrel Section print code is zero
(IPRSTE = 0), the program skips over the steady-state output (although
of course, it still computes it) and proceeds directly to the section
which solves the nozzle admittance boundary condition. The first root
it finds above the input frequency of 265 Hz (given by the variable
_MEGAR), is at 280.62 Hz. It prints out the frequency, decrement,
nozzle admittances, and feed system response for this solution. Out-
put of the combustion coefficients and oscillatory profiles is bypassed
because the input flags IPRC_M and IPRCHM were set to zero.
The final page of output is the title page. This indicates normal
termination of the job.
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PROGRAMOPERATION
The FSCSMcomputer program is designed to read in an input case seauen-
tially, perform the calculations for that case, and output the results.
Theprogram then transfers back to its beginning to read in the next
case. In this manner, running jobs back-to-back is Quite straightforward.
The sample input case listed in Appendix D provides an exampleof two
such cases run back to back. The first case, given by the first 24 cards,
is run with no prior information residing on the hydrodynamicfeed system,
the combustion dynamics, or the nozzle admittance datasets. Since
INPHYD: 2 and INPN_Z= 3, this case generates tables of the hydrodynamic
feed system responseand nozzle admittance versus frequency and saves them
on files ITAPHand ITAPN,resnectively. The subseouent case (the last
13 cards in Appendix D ) will use the information stored on these datasets.
Although these two cases were run back to back, this was by no means
necessary. The secondcase is self-contained and could be submitted
separately. Of course, if this were the situation, the user must be
sure there are datasets on files ITAPHand ITAPNwhich are applicable to
that second case.
For the sampledataset run, the two input cases found solutions to the
nozzle admittance boundary equation at 210.42 Hz and 280.62 Hz, respectively.
If there are no other solutions between these two frequencies, the same
effect could have beenobtained by setting the input variable NR_T equal
to -2 for the first case instead of -I. The programwould have then looked
for the first two roots above the input frequency 190 Hz (_MEGAR)and
found both solutions automatically. The secondcase would not be input
for this situation.
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Program Size, Overlay Structure, and Timin 9
Without overlay, the FSCSM computer program load module requires
262.4K Bytes of computer storage on the IBM 370 Model 165 computer.
This storage does not count the buffers needed for input/output.
If one allocates a 1 K Byte of buffer size for each of the three
date sets used to store the feed system, combustion dynamic, and
nozzle admittance data (which are all unformattedinput/output),
uses two buffers for each data set, and adds in the buffer reQuire-
ments for his card input, 'printed OUtDUt, and CRT outDut, then the
total buffer sDaceshould be well under 1OK bytes on a 370/165
computer. With the overlay structure specified in Fiq. 16 , the
total program reeuirement is 220 K bytes of storage on an IBM
370/165 computer, including two buffers for each of the three
unformatted datasets at 1 K bytes each.
Computer run time has only been checked for an IBM 370/165 computer
where the subroutines were compiled using the IBM procedure AF_RTRAN
with the optimizing parameter, _PT, equal to one. For this situation,
each iteration during the search algorithm portion of the program
(when ISCNT equals one or four) averaged 3.7 CPU seconds. When ISCNT=5,
each iteration is about twice as fast. For the cases run during model
verification a five Hz step size for the search algorithim was used
(DELFRQ=5). For these cases, each solution to the nozzle admittance
boundary equations averaged 0.85 minutes of CPU.
Program Input/Output Dataset File Information
The case input dataset file number used by the FSCSM computer program
is 5. The printed output dataset file nun_)er is 6. There are three
auxiliary files used by the proqram. These are specified by the input
parameters, ITAPC, ITAPH, and ITAPN, corresponding to the combustion
dynamics, hydrodynamic feed system, and nozzle admittance datasets.
Control of the reading from or writing on to these respective datasets
is spEw_ified by the three input flags INPC_M, INPHYD,_d INPN_Z. The
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program uses unformatted input/output statements for transmitting
information to and from these datasets. A convenient blocksize to








































Figure 16. FSCSM Program Overlay Structure
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Diagnostics
The Feed System Coupled Stability Model computer program has been designed
to operate as straightforward as possible with a minimum amount of user
interaction for each case being run. There may be times however, when the
program's results appear questionable or the algorithm used to find solutions
in the frequency space to the nozzle admittance boundary equation runs into
difficulty or does not find solutions that were expected. Many diagnostic
messages are coded into the program to warn the user of such problems.
Also, there are certain dump codes which enable the user to obtain inter-
mediate output in order to debug most problems that may arise.
One of these dump codes is the variable IWSKP. When this is set to zero,
no intermediate output is obtained. When it equals one, a certain amount
of limited output will be generated. This output comes in two forms depend-
ing upon whether or not the program is within its search algorithm portion
or its two-dimensional secant portion. For the first case, the variable
ISCNT has the value of one or four. In the second case it has the value 5.
When ISCNT equals one or four and IWSKP equals one, subroutine SOLVW will
print the following variables in the order given: the iteration counter
(KNTR), the control flag (ISCNT), the counter (KSCNT4), the current values
of omega (m), the upstream and downstream nozzle admittances (CN_ZA and N_ZA),
the absolute value of the error in the nozzle admittance equation (HN), the
value of the test function (FTST2), and the determinant and condition number
of the transposed Jacobian (DET2 and C_ND2). This printing will be performed
every time the real part of m is incremented by 2_*DELFRQ right after the
imaginary part of m has been chosen to minimize IFI, the absolute value of the
error in the nozzle admittance boundary equation. The user can employ this
output to determine if there is a region in the m-plane where a possible solu-
tion may have existed (e.g., the error became small but the test function did
not change sign). He can then rerun his case while taking smaller frequency
steps through the narrowed range where he suspects a solution may exist. Also,
the program may jump over a solution if there is a singularity within DELFRQ
of that s__lution. If this is the case, the program will _nse the singularity
and not proceed any further in its search in that range. Rerunning the case
with a smaller value of DELFRQ will solve this problem.
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When ISCNT equals five and IWSKP equals one, subroutine S_LVW prints after
each two-dimensional secant method, these variables in the following order:
ISCNT, KNTS, _MEGA, CN_ZA, N_ZA, and HN. Although it did not happen for
any of the cases performed during the checkout of the computer model, the
two-dimensional secant method may diverge. The above computer output would
be useful in determining the cause of the problem.
When the variable IWSKP equals two, all the above output is printed plus the
following:
I. When ISCNT equals one or four, intermediate output is obtained dur-
ing the iterations to minimize IFNI with respect to Imag (_).
For this case, one obtains the variables KNT, IER, Xl, X2, FI, F2,
_MEGA, FN, GN, and HN. These are all described in Appendix A.
This output may be useful in seeing how the error is changing as
a function of the decrement when the real part of the frequency is
held fixed. Further, when ISCNT equals one or four, the variables
FN, DFRDX, DFIDX, DFRDY, and DFIDY are printed along with the out-
put obtained when IWSKP = I.
2. When ISCNT equals five and IWSKP equals two, one obtains the out-
put for the case IWSKP equals one for the two-dimensional secant
method plus the following variables in order: XRI, XII, FRI, FII,
XR2, XI2, FR2, FI2, XR3, XI3, FR3, FI3, XR4, XI4, FR4, FI4, and FN.
These variables correspond to the current values of _ and FN being
used by the two-dimensional secant method. They can be used to
trace which points the algorithm is replacing as the iteration
proceeds as well as how the error is behaving.
Another input variable which controls intermediate output is the F_RTRAN
variable IWRT. This variable is input as zero, no intermediate output is
obtained. If this variable is input as a positive number, then intermediate
output from subroutine CHAMDY is obtained. This output consists of the oscil-
latory profiles for the variables P (pressure), RH_ (density), MR (mixture
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ratio), and T (temperature) along with the current value of the complex
frequency, _. This output is printed everytime subroutine CHAMDY is
entered.
The diagnostic messages that are coded within the FSCSM computer program
may be printed for several reasons.
Within subroutine S_LVW, there are three diagnostic messages coded which
will appear when certain iteration counters are exceeded. The first is
WARNING, POSSIBLE ROOT IN FREQUENCY RANGE: --
When this message appears, it means thatapotential root was bracketed but
the error did not decrease sufficiently within ten additional iterations
to warrant the program proceeding further with its search in that range.
Moreover, the determinant did not change sign and the condition number
remained less than CTEST in that range. Rerunning the case over the speci-
fied frequency range given in the message with IWSKP equal to one or two
may prove beneficial if the user suspects there may be an actual solution
in that range.
The second diagnostic message printed by subroutine S_LVW is
**** UNABLE T_ FIND R_T F_R IMAG PART _F F ****
Along with this message, the variables Xl, Fl, K2, F2, X3, F3, ANS, FANS,
KNT, IER, and BMEGA are printed in the order listed. When this message
appears, it means the algorithm to minimize IFNI with respect to Imag (m)
has failed. If this message appears, it usually means somethin_ is wronn
with the input parameters. The only occurrence that the programmers are
aware of when this is not the case is when the error attains a minimum as
IImag (_)L_ _. Since this happens only in the most extraordinary situations,
the procedure should be to rerun the case and not include the frequency
range where that anomally is occurring.
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The third diagnostic producedby subroutine S_LVWis
**** EXCEEDEDCONVERGENCELIMIT ****
Along with this message,the variables IER, KNTS,KNTR,ISCNT,XRI, XIl,
FRI, FIl, ..... , XR4, XI4, FR4, FI4, are printed.
This messagewill appear if KNTRis greater than KNTRMXor KNTSis greater
than KNTSMX.In the former case, the usual error is that the user input
too small a DELFROto cover the range betweensolutions to the nozzle ad-
mittance boundary equation in KNTRMXsteps or too small a KNTRMXto allow
that range to be covered in steps of length DELFRO.
In the case where KNTSis areater than KNTSMX, it would probably mean that
the two-dimensional secant method is diverging. The job should be rerun
with IWSKP equal to one or two to obtain more information concerning the
problem.
There is also a diagnostic message printed from subroutine CBMMAT. This
is the subroutine that solves the four by four system of linear equations
for subroutine CHAMDY. If any of the diagonal elements of the associated
matrix are zero, then the message
***** DIVIDE CHECK IN COMMAT *****
will appear along with a printout of the row number of the zero diagonal
as well as the complex matrix being solved. If this error messaQe appears,
then there must be something very wron_ with the case being run, e.g, the
input data is in error, or a dimension has been exceeded. One should
recheck his input carefully and then, if necessary, rerun the case with
IWRT eaual to one and IWSKP equal to one or two.
Two similar messages as the one above are printed by subroutine CBGAEL.
The fir,st of these messages is L
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****ERROR IN COGAEL SUBROUTINE, J AND JMAX EQUAL, RESPECTIVELY****
and the second is
****MATRIX IS SINGULAR, EXIT FROM C_GAEL. THE PIVOT ELEMENTS ARE...****
The reasons for these errors are similar to the C_MMAT error message.
Conversion to UNIVAC
The following cards must be changed to execute the FSCSII program on a
UNIVAC computer (see Appendix t for code listing):




2. In subroutine C_MMAT, change CDABS to CA_S on card _Io. 24.
3. In subroutine TDPLOT, replace card 11310 with
31 CBNTINUE..... 0011310
4. In subroutine N_ZADM, replace card 1730 with
8 N_ZA = CMPLX(SYR, SYI) .... 00001730
5. In the main program, change ATAND( ) to 57.296*ATAN(
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X(1) = XO + (X-I)* DELX, m
Fuel liquid jet diameter exponent,
unitless
Oxidizer liquid jet diameter exponent,
unitless
Velocity exponent for fuel atomization
process, unitless
Velocity exponent for the oxidizer
atomization
Cross sectional area at injector face,
m2
Array used to store coefficients of
finite difference equations approximat-
ing the oscillatory differential
equations
Nozzle convergence half angle, degrees
(see Fig. 15)
Solution to minimization of error in
nozzle admittance boundary equations.
Returned to S_LVW from subroutine ZERB.
Fuel combustion coefficients, unitless
Right hand side of finite difference
equation approximating the oscillatory
differential equations. In equivalence
with CMA(I ,5).
Upstream nozzle admittance
Sonic velocity evaluated at overall mix-
ture ratio, m/sec (ft/sec)
Condition number of the transpose of the
Jacobian of the difference between the
upstream and downstream nozzle admit-












































Condition number of the transpose of
the Jacobian of the difference between
the upstream and downstream nozzle ad-




of chamber/throat area, unitless
(see Fig. 15)
area
Characteristic velocity evaluated at
the overall mixture ratio, m/sec (ft/sec)
Upper bound on the condition number of
the transpose of the Jacobian of the
difference between the upstream and
downstream nozzle admittances with re-
spect to the complex frequency. If the
condition number of that matrix exceeds
CTEST for a given frequency, then it is
assumed that Jacobian is singular near
that frequency and hence a solution will
not be sought at that point, unitless.
Slope of area of chamber at XM(1), m
Partial derivative of the characteristic
velocity with respect to mixture ratio
holding_m/sec.
Frequency increment used during the
search procedure to solve the nozzle
admittance boundary equation, Hz.
Pseudo energy term for fuel, J/kg
(Btu/Ibm)
Pseudo energy term for oxidizer, J/kg
(Btu/Ibm)
Maximum change in _ allowed between
iterations







































Steady-state velocity difference be-
tween fuel droplets and gas stream
normalized to the sonic velocity at
the overall mixture ratio, unitless
Steady-state velocity difference be-
tween oxidizer droplets and gas stream
normalized to the sonic velocity at the
overall mixture ratio, unitless
Axial distance between successive X(1),
m
Determinant of the Jacobian of the dif-
ference between the upstream and down-
stream nozzle admittances with respect
to w.
Determinant of the Jacobian of the dif-
ference between the upstream and down-
stream nozzle admittances with respect
to _.
Derivative of Imag (FN) with respect
to real (m).
Derivative of real (FN) with respect
to real (m).
Partial derivative of gas reference
enthalpy with respect to mixture ratio
averaged over the mixture ratio range
during steady-state operation, J/kg
(Btu/Ibm).
Used to store intermediate values needed
to compute boundary conditions and co-
efficients of finite difference equa-
tions approximating the oscillatory
differential equations.
Used to store intermediate values needed
to compute boundary conditions and co-
efficients of finite difference equa-













































Used to store intermediate values needed
to compute boundary conditions and co-
efficients of finite difference equa-
tions approximating the oscillatory
differential equations.
Derivative of steady-state m_xture ratio
with respect to distance, m-'
Partial derivative of gas constant with
respect to mixture ratio evaluated at
the overall mixture ratio, J/kmole/°K
(ft-lb/Ib/°R)
Derivative of steady-state density with
respect to distance, kg/m3/m
Partial derivative of fuel vaporization
time delay with respect to mixture ratio,
holding the vaporization blockage term,





















Partial derivative of oxidizer vaporiz-
ation time delay with respect to mixture
ratio, holding the vaporization block-
age term, drop diameter, and Nusselt
number constant, sec
Relative error criterion used during
the search algorithm for the portion
of the program that minimizes the error,
HN, in the nozzle admittance boundary
equation with respect to the growth
coefficient, _I" To obtain convergence,




Tightened relative error criterion used
to determine if convergence has been
obtained while iterating to solve the
nozzle admittance boundary equation.
To obtain convergence, it is necessary
that
INAu - NADI/]NAD I <EPSFS.
Relative error criterion used during the
search algorithm for the portion of the
program that minimizes the error, HN,
in the nozzle admittance boundary equa-
tion with respect to the growth coeffic-
ient, _I- To obtain convergence, it is
necessary that
ImIl, - _121/I_121 <EPSX
where the subscripts l and 2 refer to












































Tightened relative error criterion used
to determine if convergence has been
obtained while iterating to solve the
nozzle admittance boundary equation.
To obtain convergence, it is necessary
that
- w2l/l 21<EPSXS
where the subscripts l and 2 refer to
successive iterations, unitless.
Derivatives of absolute value sauared
of the difference between the upstream
and downstream nozzle admittances with
respect to Imag (_) corresponding to
Xl, X2, and X3.1
Derivative of squared error in nozzle
admittance boundary equation at ANS.
Interpolating factor used in the main
program.
Used to store successive values of Imag
(FN) during the 2-dimensional secant
method.
1




Used to store successive values of Real













































Used to store successive values of Real
(FN) during the 2-dimensional secant
method.
Frequency, i.e., real (_), Hz
Minimum frequency, used for generation
of frequency table FREQT, Hz
Maximum frequency used for generation
of frequency table FREQT, Hz
Table of terms used for computation of
downstream nozzle admittance.
Maximum frequency above which no solu-
tions to the nozzle admittance boundary
equation will be sought, Hz
Test function used to determine if a
solution to the nozzle admittance
boundary equation has been bracketed.
Test function used to determine if a
solution to the nozzle admittance
boundary equation has been bracketed.
Coefficient of oscillatory pressure in
fuel oscillatory vaporization
expression.
Coefficient of oscillatory pressure in
oxidizer oscillating vaporization
expression.
Coefficient of oscillatory density in
fuel oscillatory vaporization
expression.













































Coefficient of oscillatory mixture ratio
in fuel oscillatory vaporization
expression.
Coefficient of oscillatory mixture ratio
in oxidizer oscillating vaporization
expression.
Coefficient of oscillatory velocity in
fuel oscillatory vaporization
expression.
Coefficient of oscillatory velocity in
oxidizer oscillating vaporization
expression.
Specific heat ratio evaluated at the
overall mixture ratio, unitless.
Fuel feed system response table. Real
(GINjFT) is the amplitude of the re-
sponse and Imag (GINJFT) is the phase
angle of the response.
Oxidizer feed system response table,
Real (GINJ_T) is the amplitude of the
response and Imag (GINJ_T) is the phase
angle of the response.
Variable used to store the value of the
derivative of CN_ZA-N_ZA with respect
to ml or the value of CN_ZA-N_ZA itself.
FN*_
Used throughout the program as a do
loop index.
Code used for the downstream nozzle
admittance term calculation.
Code used to determine whether or not
intermediate output from CHAMDY is
desired.







































Code used for downstream nozzle admit-
tance term printout
Flag set by MAIN program to indicate
the first pass through it. After read-
ing in a new case.
Code used to determine logical flow in
subroutine SBLVW.
Code used to determine whether or not
the derivative of FN with respect to
Imag (w) is needed.
Code used to indicate the first itera-
tion after a solution to the nozzle
boundary equation.
The imaginary number i.
File number used to save combustion co-
efficients table.
File number used to save hydrodynamic
coupling term table.
File number used to save nozzle admit-
tance term table.
Intermediate output dump code used in
subroutine SQLVW.
Used throughout the program as a do
loop index.
Maximum number of iterations allowed to
minimize the error in the nozzle admit-
tance boundary equation with respect to
the imaginary part of _.
Counter used to control the number of
iterations used during the search
algorithm between solutions.
Maximum number of times the frequency
will be allowed to be changed by DELFRQ






















































Maximum number of iterations allowed for
the convergence of the two-dimensional
secant method used in S_LVW.
Counter used to control the number of
iterations used when ISCNT = 4.
Flag to control logical flow in the
MAIN program after a call to subroutine
S_LVW.
Fuel injection mass flowrate,
kg/sec (Ib/sec).
Oxidizer injection mass flowrate, kg/sec
(Ib/sec).
Steady-state gas flowrate at injector
face, kg/sec.
Oscillatory mixture ratio, dimensionless.
Steady-state mixture ratio, unitless.
Steady-state gas mixture ratio at
injector face, unitless.
Mixture ratio integral in fuel
oscillatory vaporization expression.
Mixture ratio integral in oxidizer
oscillatory vaporization expression.
Molecular weight of the gas evaluated
at the overall mixture ratio, kg/kmole
(Ibm/Ib-mole).
Number of points in frequency table.
Downstream nozzle admittance
Term used in computation of downstream
nozzle admittance
















































Number of solutions to the downstream
nozzle admittance boundary equation
being sought.
Used as do loop index for MAIN program.
Counts the number of solutions to the
nozzle admittance boundary equation.
Average steady-state fuel Nusselt number
used in vaporization expression,
unitless.
Steady-state oxidizer Nusselt number
used in vaporization expression,
unitless.
Number of points in axial distance array,






Steady-state chamber pressure, N/in.2
(psia).
Pressure integral in fuel oscillatory
vaporization expression.
Pressure integral in oxidizer oscillatory
vaporization expression.
Collection of terms used in oxidizer
oscillatory vaporization expression.
Ratio of the radius of curvature at the
nozzle inlet to the chamber radius at
nozzle inlet, unitless (see Fig. 15).
Ratio of the radius of curvature upstream
of the throat to the chamber radius at
































































Gas constant evaluated at the overall
mixture ratio, J/kmole/°K (Btu/Ib
mole/°R).
Density integral in fuel oscillatory
vaporization expression.
Density integral in oxidizer oscillatory
vaporization expression.
Oscillatory density, dimensionless.
Steady-state density, kg/m 3.
Steady-state gas density at injector
face, kg/m3
Oscillatory density at injector face,
unitless.
Radius of the chamber at the injector,
in.
Collection of terms used in fuel oscil-
latory vaporization expression.
Steady-state parameters computed in













































































Steady-state parameters computed in
subroutine STEADY for use by subroutine
CHAMDY.
Oscillatory temperature, dimensionless.
Fuel vaporization time delay, sec.
Oxidizer vaporization time delay, sec.
Steady-state temperature, °K.
Steady-state oxidizer drag time delay,
sec.
Steady-state oxidizer drag time delay,
sec.
Array containing 2 card records of
alpha-numeric title information.
Oscillatory velocity, dimensionless.
Steady-s_ate fuel vaporization rate,
kg/sec/m °.
Steady-state oxidizer vaporization rate,
kg/sec/m 3
Steady-state velocity, m/sec.
Steady-state fuel liquid injection
velocity, m/sec (ft/sec).
Steady-state oxidizer liquid injection
velocity, m/sec (ft/sec).




























































Velocity integral in oxidizer oscil-
latory vaporization expression.
Velocity integral in oxidizer osciT-
latory vaporization expression.
Oscillatory velocity at X=O,
dimensionless.
Axial distance array,
X(1) : XO + (X-l)* DELX, m.
Start of vaporization point, m
Used to store successive values of Imag
(m) during the iteration to minimize
the error in the nozzle admittance
boundary equation with respect to In_g
I
Fuel jet injection impingement point,
m (in.).
Oxidizer jet injection impingement
point, m(in.).
Used to store successive values of Imag
(m) during the 2-dimensional secant
method.
Fuel Klystron distance, m(in.).



























XM(1) = (X(1) + X(I-l))12, m.
Nozzle inlet point, m.
Used to store successive values of Real
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